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Abstract 
The Grid can be seen as a collection of services each of which performs some functional- 
ity. Users of the Grid seek to use combinations of these services to perform the overall task 
they need to achieve. In general this can be seen as a set of services with a workflow doc- 
ument describing how these services should be combined. The user may also have certain 
constraints on the workflow operations, such as execution time or cost to the user, specified 
in the form of a Quality of Service (QoS) document. The users submit their workflow to 
a brokering service along with the QoS document. The brokering service's task is to map 
any given workflow to a subset of the Grid services taking the QoS and state of the Grid 
into account - service availability and performance. We propose an approach for gener- 
ating constraint equations describing the workflow, the QoS requirements and the state of 
the Grid. This set of equations may be solved using Mixed-Integer Linear Programming 
(MILP), which is the traditional method. We further develop a novel 2-stage stochastic 
MILP which is capable of dealing with the volatile nature of the Grid and adapting the se- 
lection of the services during the lifetime of the workflow. We present experimental results 
comparing our approaches, showing that the 2-stage stochastic programming approach per- 
forms consistently better than other traditional approaches. 
Next we address workload allocation techniques for Grid workflows in a multi-cluster 
Grid. We model individual clusters as AI/1lI/k queues and obtain a numerical solution 
for missed deadlines (failures) of tasks of Grid workflows. We also present an efficient 
algorithm for obtaining workload allocations of clusters. 
Next we model individual cluster resources as GIG/1 queues and solve an optimi- 
sation problem that minimises QoS requirement violation, provides QoS guarantee and 
outperforms reservation based scheduling algorithms. 
Both approaches are evaluated through an experimental simulation and results con- 
firm that the proposed workload allocation strategies combined with traditional scheduling 
algorithms perform considerably better in terms of satisfying QoS requirements of Grid 
workflows than scheduling algorithms that do not employ such workload allocation tech- 
niques. 
X1 
Next we develop a novel method for Grid brokers that aims at maximising profit whilst 
satisfying end-user needs with a sufficient guarantee in a volatile utility Grid. We develop a 
2-stage stochastic MILP which is capable of dealing with the volatile nature of the Grid and 
obtaining cost bounds that ensure that end-user cost is minimised or satisfied and broker's 
profit is maximised with sufficient guarantee. These bounds help brokers know beforehand 
whether the budget limits of end-users can be satisfied and if not then obtain appropri- 
ate future leases from service providers. Experimental results confirm the efficacy of our 
approach. 
xii 
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1.1 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Performing large-scale science is becoming increasingly complex. Scientists have resorted 
to the use of computing tools to enable and automate the experimental process. As accep- 
tance of the technology grows, it becomes commonplace that computational experiments 
will involve larger data sets, more computational resources and scientists distributed across 
geographical and organisational boundaries. When scientists use these techniques the term 
e-Science is used to describe the work and the participating scientists are e-Scientists. The 
Grid paradigm is an abstraction to a large collection of distributed heterogeneous resources, 
including computational, storage and instrument elements, controlled and shared by dif- 
ferent organisations. Grid Computing is envisioned to facilitate this complex large-scale 
application in a transparent manner. Technology is emerging to provide simple application 
workflow [80][2], access to remote data [7], mutual authentication between sites [74][9], 
virtual organisations [83] [77], and collaborative working environments [1I[14]. 
As scientists become more confident with the new emerging Grid paradigm, their re- 
quirements and expectations of the Grid will increase. Initially their requirements have 
been to deploy simple applications over the Grid. However, this is now evolving into 
the need to deploy the whole of their e-Science processes onto the Grid. The process is 
executed without the need for intervention by the e-Scientist and becomes available for 
interactive visualisation and steering. To manage the complexity of these e-Science pro- 
cesses we refer to them in terms of workflow. A workflow consists of a number of elements 
which interact to perform the full functionality that the e-Scientist requires. The granular- 
ity of these elements varies dramatically. It can extend from simple functionality such as a 
matrix multiplication operation, through to a full application such as BLAST [ 16] used by 
bioinformaticians. 
1 
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1.1 Motivation 
The motivation for the works presented in this thesis comes from the complex require- 
ments of several e-Science projects. In this section we provide an overview of some of 
these projects and ascertain their requirements in terms of workflow functionality. Through 
analysis of these requirements, development of a fully featured workflow pipeline is then 
possible in order to handle these wide ranging e-Science use cases in a co-ordinated and 
efficient manner. We outline different scenarios and use-cases in different projects one by 
one. 
1.1.1 e-Protein 
e-Protein [4], a BBSRC project providing structure-based annotation of proteins in the ma- 
jor genomes, contributes its requirements for component ordering to the workflow pipeline. 
The complex workflows in e-Protein require specific component sequences in order to ex- 
ecute correctly. It is necessary to communicate these requirements to the scheduling and 
optimisation stages of the pipeline, so meta-information must be included when the work- 
flow is composed. The content of this meta-information and how it can most efficiently 
be transferred between the different workflow pipeline stages are key areas affecting the 
pipeline design. 
The main requirements for a workflow system deriving from the e-Protein project are to 
deal with large workflows of running components along with access to large data sources. 
1.1.2 RealityGrid 
The RealityGrid Project [73] is an EPSRC funded project aiming to apply Grid techniques 
to the modelling of condensed matter structures at the meso and nanoscale levels. Real- 
ityGrid serves as an exemplar for the workflow pipeline in the area of application inter- 
action. Using complex methods such as Lattice Boltzmann to model fluid dynamics [21] 
may require that the results can be visualised and steered. In a Grid environment this is a 
non-trivial requirement since several scientists may be collaborating on the work and may 
be in different locations. Visualisation services, often provided by dedicated hardware, 
need to be made available at the same time as computational resources to allow real-time 
visualisation. This requires the ability to provide co-allocation within the architecture. 
I 
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The RealityGrid project shows the requirement for coupled models along with the need 
to dynamically adapt running workflows as new e-Scientists wish to join in with experi- 
ments which are already running. 
1.1.3 GENIE (Grid ENabled Integrated Earth System Model) 
GENIE [5] models the behaviour of large-scale thermohaline circulation, investigating how 
the circulation is affected under variations of a complex climate model. It comprises sev- 
eral scientific modules (eg. atmosphere, ocean, sea-ice) representing the environmental 
fragments which, by interacting with each other, create simulations of the long-term and 
paleo-climate change of the Earth. While the theoretical modules should be able to be 
executed in parallel, the whole model is implemented in a serial way. 
At present, the scientific source code comprises individual fortran modules which rep- 
resent the behaviour of each environmental unit. The interaction (exchange of energy and 
fluxes) between them as well as the generalised control of the behaviour of each one is done 
by a separate program, which is responsible for interpolating the data passed from one to 
another through interpolation functions. All the modules, including the main module share 
the same memory space. 
It is desirable that the environmental fragments can be coupled together in a flexible 
manner in order to create the simulations in GENIE. Therefore, the above issues lend them- 
selves to the migration from such a monolithic model to a component coupling model. Fur- 
thermore, the application should be implemented in such a way that the components possi- 
bly reside on distributed computational units and are executed in parallel. Fortran does not 
offer functionality for distributed execution which has led us to investigate the applicability 
of sophisticated, component-based technologies that are compatible with Fortran. We are 
currently looking into the JNI and binary component technologies, for wrapping up the 
existing Fortran code into high-level components that are defined by interfaces. Further- 
more, scientific model coupling is not straightforward, as it involves complex interpolation 
of data and correct capturing of the model-specific constraints. The specification phase of 
the pipeline addresses these issues by semantically annotating components. The execution 
flow can then be visualised and verified according to the syntactic and semantic description 
of the overall workflow. 
3 
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GENIE demonstrates the need for co-allocation, coupled models, validation of work- 
flows and a scalable modular architecture in order to operate in a Grid environment. 
1.1.4 Financial Services Industry 
Financial services have a long history of doing most of its heavy lifting in overnight batch 
cycles. Most of what drives the need for distributed computing is whatever they need on 
an ad hoc basis. In capital markets, it might be pricing or scenario analysis - those types 
of activities that help traders monitor whether they should be buying or selling. Where 
you see grid applied most often is in areas like risk management or middle-office kinds 
of functions, where even an eight-hour batch cycle wasn't enough to run re-evaluations on 
a whole portfolio. Not too long ago, banks were running 22-hour batch cycles, but that 
became obsolete. The dealing room is open a significant portion of that time, so by the 
time the report was generated 48 hours later, it was already outdated. As the instruments 
and the methodology for looking at risk scenarios [like Monte Carlo simulations] became 
more complex, it became clear that they needed to do improve their turn around time. 
Monte Carlo simulations are used in financial services to do randomized scenario anal- 
ysis. It has become very popular for risk management. You can say, "We know the prices 
over the last x years look like this, so let us compute prices with various possible parame- 
ters". Eventually a distribution of prices is obtained. It is natural to assume a bell-shaped 
distribution curve, the traders care about the down-side tail. They have specific interest in 
whether it is flat, or tails back up. Hence essentially they are interested in the shape of that 
tail for extreme risks. Monte Carlo analysis allows one to get a much better sense of what 
the tail looks like, rather than just predetermined scenarios. 
In order to do this correctly, one must run ideally a minimum of 10,000 different re- 
evaluations to get enough points on the curve to project what the curve looks like. With 
the compute power available today, many organizations might run 500 to 600 evaluations, 
because they do not have the necessary Grid infra structure to run 10,000 scenarios in the 
required amount of time. Monte Carlo is a perfect kind of application for Grid, because 
it is inherently parallel. The same calculation is performed on different processors with 
different parameters. It is really easy to partition up individual calculations and distribute 
them out on to different processors. Because it is inherently parallelizable, anything that 
makes use of a Monte Carlo analysis has been a big area that you see Grid applied to the 
4 
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capital markets. 
5 
Retail banking firms need to improve back office productivity, increase service levels 
and reduce costs to meet tight end of day processing windows that fulfill strict business and 
regulatory requirements. They are also increasingly using quantitative techniques to devise 
marketing campaigns, for credit scoring and fraud detection among other areas. 
Insurance organizations need to improve the fidelity of their asset liability analysis and 
actuarial models and support a greater number of complex "internal models" approaches. 
based on stochastic analysis, while also coping with the demands of back office processing. 
Data Centers are required to handle the immense overhead associated with the advanced 
data demands put forth by today's compute-intensive applications. Data centers need to 
provide real-time data sharing across distributed application services, turning their hetero- 
geneous environment into efficient, synergistic, delivery mechanisms. 
1.2 Thesis Contribution 
This section describes the contributions of this research. 
" Developed stochastically optimised bounds for workflow tasks and an algorithm in 
order to provide QoS support and guarantees: 
This forms work described in [67] and [68] which is based on 2-stage stochastic 
programming approach. A stochastic algorithm has been developed that is on average 
case polynomial in a linear function of the size of the Grid. 
" Developed workload allocation techniques in multi-cluster grids for workflows with 
QoS requirements: 
This forms work described in [63]. It is a global level scheduler or workload al- 
locator in multi-cluster Grids. It removes the hassle for scheduling each and every 
workflow task of different workflows. It allocates a chunk of job arrivals to clus- 
ters and within them an appropriate local level scheduler takes care of dispatching 
jobs to underlying cluster resources. An analytical expression for expected workflow 
task failures and a numerical solution has been developed which aims to minimise 
expectation of workflow task failures. A P-time algorithm based on Lagrange mul- 
tiplier optimisation technique has been developed which is based on simple interval 
splitting to parameter sweeping. 
5 
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" Developed profitable brokering algorithm in a utility grid: 
This work is described in [66]. It develops a 2-stage stochastic programming ap- 
proach for obtaining cost bounds that ensure that end-user cost is minimised or sat- 
isfied and broker's profit is maximised with sufficient guarantee. These bounds help 
brokers know beforehand whether the budget limits of end-users can be satisfied and 
if not then obtain appropriate future leases from service providers. 
" Developed stochastic optimisation framework for scheduling workflow tasks in a web 
service-oriented Grid in the WOSE [10] project: 
This work forms the workflow scheduling service within WOSE and is described 
in [67]. Tasks of web service based workflows are scheduled through a 2-stage 
stochastic programming approach that aims to provide sufficient (large enough) QoS 
guarantee for the entire lifetime of workflows. 
" Developed general modelling techniques for multi-cluster Grid resources and ser- 
vices using Queueing Theory: 
This work is described in [64]. Individual cluster resources are modelling using a 
general queue (GIG/1) and an non-linear optimisation problem is solved that yields 
optimal scheduling solutions that provide QoS guarantee. Both theoretical and ex- 
perimental results confirm that the scheme is advantageous in terms of performance 
over reservation-based schedulers. 
" Developed stochastic scheduling techniques for workflows with QoS requirements: 
In general works described in [67], [63], [68] and [64] aim to develop stochastic 
techniques that not only obtain an optimal or near-optimal schedules but also provide 
a sufficient QoS guarantee for workflows that have certain performance constraints. 
In our Grid models we have assumed that end-users will have certain QoS constraints 
imposed on their workflows. 
" Advantages of queueing formulation over advanced reservations based mechanisms: 
Work described in [64] shows both analytically and experimentally that by modelling 
Grid resources through queueing theory actually reduces the number of workflow 
failures and at the same time provide QoS guarantees in the same way advanced 
reservations based policies provide. 
6 
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1.4 Thesis Organisation 
8 
Chapter 2 aims at providing background information on concepts that are utilised through- 
out the research, parts of which are published in [54]. 
Sections of chapter 3 are published in [67] and [68] and forms Imperial contributions 
to the WOSE project [10]. Results are encouraging and the work is integrated into the 
optimisation service of the WOSE framework as outlined in [44]. 
Parts of chapter 4 are published in [63] and describe workload allocation schemes for 
workflows in multi-cluster systems. 
Parts of chapter 5 are published in [64] and provide general modelling techniques (as 
opposed to Markovian) in order to allocate workload in multi-cluster systems as well as 
provide QoS guarantees. The results are promising as the developed model allows us to 
get rid of reservations in a Grid environment. However it could be argued that reservations 
could be a policy rather than a mechanism. 
Parts of chapter 6 are published in [66] and the research details aspects of profitable 
brokering. 
Chapter 7 brings out the conclusion of the thesis. Here we also list a set of possible 
future directions and extensions of existing works. 
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2.1 
Chapter 2 
Background 
9 
This chapter provides necessary background on various topics and methods utilised in the 
upcoming chapters. 
2.1 Grid Computing 
The term Grid computing [28] is commonly used to refer to a distributed infrastructure that 
promotes large-scale resource sharing in a dynamic multi-institutional virtual organization. 
The overall vision that was given in [28] has not changed but a few more additions were 
given, such as the ones below. For instance, in the Grid vision there is a distinction between 
(a) the Grid approach, or paradigm, that represents a general concept and idea to promote 
a vision for sophisticated international scientific and business-oriented collaborations and 
(b) the physical instantiation of a production Grid based on available resources and ser- 
vices to enable the vision for sophisticated international scientific and business-oriented 
collaborations. A Grid infrastructure must provide a set of technical capabilities, as follows 
[29]: 
" Resource modeling: 
Describes available resources, their capabilities, and the relationships between them 
to facilitate discovery, provisioning, and quality of service management. 
" Monitoring and notification: 
Provides visibility into the state of resources-and notifies applications and infras- 
tructure management services of changes in state-to enable discovery and maintain 
quality of service. Logging of significant events and state transitions is also needed 
to support accounting and auditing functions. 
" Allocation: Assures quality of service across an entire set of resources for the life- 
time of their use by an application. This is enabled by negotiating the required 
9 
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level(s) of service and ensuring the availability of appropriate resources through some 
form of reservation- essentially, the dynamic creation of a service-level agreement. 
" Provisioning: 
life-cycle management, and decommissioning. Enables an allocated resource to be 
configured automatically for application use, manages the resource for the duration 
of the task at hand, and restores the resource to its original state for future use. 
" Accounting and auditing: 
Tracks the usage of shared resources and provides mechanisms for transferring cost 
among user communities and for charging for resource use by applications and users. 
" Security: 
In addition to that security is an important aspect. 
2.2 Grid Characteristics 
According to [26] a latest survey done by more than 40 eminent Grid researchers, Grids 
typically have a set of characteristics. We list them one by one: 
" Collaboration: A commonly agreed aspect of a Grid is sharing of resources in a dis- 
tributed fashion. Furthermore, a Grid spans multiple administrative domains seam- 
lessly. It is furthermore important that the collaboration provides positive synergies 
among users and service providers. 
" Aggregation: A Grid is more than the sum of all parts. A Grid aggregates many 
resources and therefore provides an aggregation of the capacity of the individual re- 
sources into a higher capacity virtual resource. The capability of individual resources 
is preserved. As a consequence, from a global standpoint the Grid enables running 
larger applications faster (aggregation capacity), while from a local standpoint the 
Grid enables running new applications. The aggregation is also used for improved 
performance, higher quality of service, better utilization, and easier access to data. 
Finally, resources can (or should be) be added dynamically or statically. 
10 
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" Virtualization: Grid services are often provided with a certain interface that hides the 
complexity of the underlying resources. This is also known as virtualization, which 
also provides an abstract layer between clients and resources. Therefore, a Grid pro- 
vides the ability to virtualize the sum of parts into a singular wide-area programming 
model. Virtualization covers both, data (flat files, databases etc. ) and computing 
resources. 
" Service orientation: Grids provide services, following the concept of a service orient 
architecture. In the widest sense all large scale collections of services can be viewed 
as Grids. 
" Heterogeneity: A Grid typically consists of heterogeneous computing resources, i. e. 
there is a variety of different hardware and software components with different per- 
formance and latency characteristics. 
" Decentralized control: Components are under control of multiple entities, i. e. the 
key difficulties in Grids lay exactly in not having a single owner of the whole system, 
i. e. the resources are under different ownerships. One of the requirements of a Grid 
is the use of distributed control mechanisms. 
" Standardization and interoperability: A Grid promotes standard interface definitions 
for services that need to inter-operate to create a general distributed infrastructure to 
fulfill users tasks and provide user level utilities. Grid systems that implement one 
standard must interoperate with Grids that adhere to the same standard. Grid is also 
exposing the need for increased levels of integration of distinct technologies and for 
increased agreements in the standardization of services. The success of the imple- 
mentation of the Grid very much depends on these aspects. Furthermore, the Grid 
should provide uniform access to heterogeneous resources through virtualization. 
" Access transparency: The Grid should allow its users to access the computing in- 
frastructure without having to be intimately aware of the underlying architecture or 
network topology. This is sometimes considered the most distinctive aspect of Grid 
Computing, i. e. the levels of transparency provided for the end-user, through the 
virtualization of resources. 
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" Scalability: Even if Grid implementations and infrastructures sometimes do not solve 
a new problem, it is often the scale of data, resources and users that contributes to the 
additional complexity of a Grid. This is also expressed by the fact that a Grid should 
be non-trivial in the sense of what a user was not able to solve earlier. 
" Reconfigurability: A Grid should be dynamically reconfigurable as it is specified in 
the definition from CoreGRID [3]. 
" Security: Secure access to resources is an essential feature of a Grid. Therefore, 
authorized users and applications have a limited number of operations (even none at 
all) that they can run on services. Basically, Grid security is one of the first things 
that real Grid users have to deal with and therefore is essential for any Grid software 
system that spans multiple administrative domains. 
" Application Support: In general, a Grid might support a large variety of different 
applications. Applications should also be part of the Grid and the whole Grid en- 
vironment (where for environment, namely the hardware, middleware, and applica- 
tions) should be data-driven. In particular, it should be able to react to changes of the 
system and application behaviors captured by application and system data. 
" Computing Model: In general, a Grid supports several computational models such as 
batch, interactive, distributed, parallel computing and others. 
" Licensing Model: Since Grids originate from the academic community, there is a 
global emphasis on open source software, which is also followed by several compa- 
nies that are involved in Grid development. 
" Procedures and Policies: 
Grid users and service providers interact with each other in a similar way like on 
the open market where certain rules have to be followed. Therefore, procedure and 
polices need to be in place to allow for (coordinated) sharing of resources. 
" Accounting and Auditing: Accounting information can form a basis for evaluation 
and tracking of resource usage, Grid-wide enforcement of resource allocations and 
economic compensation. Collection and management of accounting information is 
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important in any Grid environment. It is likely that resource providers, VOs. al- 
location authorities and users are interested in detailed information regarding job 
execution and resource usage. Such information could, e. g., be used to evaluate re- 
source usage or to forecast future usage patterns. Moreover, some sort of job tracking 
functionality could prove very useful. 
2.3 Classification of Grids 
According to a survey by [26], Grids can be classified broadly into following categories. 
" Collaboration Grids: These Grids involve multiple organizations (institutions) and 
individuals, security domains, protocols, discovery mechanisms, etc. Important as- 
pects are: 
- Widely distributed, virtual organizations (VOs) 
- Service level agreements and commercial partnerships 
- Business model: increase overall revenue 
" Enterprise Grids: These Grids are in most ways as technically complex as Collab- 
oration Grids and involve the complete life cycle of service deployment, provision, 
management, and decommissioning, just like Collaboration Grids. However, the 
multiple domains are either absent or highly integrated, at least at a political level. 
These are the production Grids of major data centers. Important aspects are: 
- Virtualization of enterprise resources and applications 
- Aggregation and centralization of management 
- Business model: reduce total cost of ownership 
9 Multi-cluster Grids: Clusters are becoming important contenders for both scien- 
tific and commercial applications. Clusters with different performance and archi- 
tectures, owned by different organisations are now increasingly interconnected to 
form a multi-cluster computing system [49]. Aimed at high performance/throughput 
computing, these Grids are mostly workload scheduling environments. They tend 
to be static, rather than dynamic like the above. The services are either generic in 
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nature, e. g. a job submission service, or provide the same service all the time. They 
do not typically support the whole service life cycle. However, clusters themselves 
(if not connected to other clusters) are typically not called a Grid. 
2.4 Execution Markets 
The true vision of a computational Grid is that of a large number of resources, owned 
by many different organisations, available to execute code for anyone with access to the 
Grid. The motivating factor for many resource owners adding their resources to a Grid is 
likely to be the income that they can receive by selling cycles on their resources that would 
otherwise be left idle. 
However, it is not only resource owners that would benefit from this form of access 
to computational power. Small businesses and end-users could gain pay-by-use, metered 
access to large resources that they couldn't afford to purchase directly. This provides a valu- 
able opportunity for these entities to carry out work that would otherwise be impractical, 
driving innovation at the level of the emerging players in the market. 
The cost of accessing resources may be determined through different means. A fixed 
charge may be set by the resource owners, wholesale time may be sold to third-party exe- 
cution providers who can then re-sell the time in smaller allocations at a profit. Financial 
instruments such as futures or options in computational cycles may be developed in order 
to manage the capacity of resources on the Grid. Once the cost of resources is known to 
the consumers of Grid capacity they can determine how they access the Grid in accordance 
with their willingness to pay. A trade off may be made between the speed of execution 
required and cost of access to a very high-performance resource. 
In order for this vision to become a reality, an integrated, programmatically accessible 
payment framework needs to be integrated into the scheduling and execution stages of the 
workflow pipeline (see figure 2.2). Given a mix of competing resource providers and the 
ability for users to negotiate requirements, possibly via a broker, for access to computa- 
tional resources, a vast new market in execution power can be opened up. 
Next we describe a service-based, software architecture that enables end-to-end, high- 
level workflow processing in a Grid environment consisting of many heterogeneous re- 
sources. Our architecture is essentially a pipeline that extends from the abstract application 
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specification phase to the deployment and execution stages through to returning the re- 
sults to the user. We envision a large-scale Grid environment that contains heterogeneous 
resources. Our architecture caters for flexible deployment, performance, reliability and 
charging for resource usage. They are addressed at the specification level as well as at the 
brokering and execution levels. The proposed architecture is derived from previous work 
in LeSC that has produced the ICENI pipeline, and our experience with e-Science projects, 
such as GENIE, e-Protein and RealityGrid from which we derive a set of key requirements. 
The process of taking an e-Scientist's ideas about the complete task that they wish to 
perform and mapping this down to executing components on the Grid is achieved through 
the workflow pipeline. Figure 2.1 illustrates the layers within the workflow pipeline and is 
based on the pipeline developed at the UK Workflow Workshop 2003. Below we outline 
the functionality of each of these layers: 
4J 
-H 
U 
d) 
U) 
Goal Description 
Abstract Workflow 
Concrete Workflow 
Workflow Enactment 
Figure 2.1: Basic Pipeline 
9 Goal Description. At this stage an e-Scientist defines the problem that they wish 
to solve in the form of an application, using a language and format that they under- 
stand. This could be a mathematical representation or a collection of known tasks 
and ordering upon these. 
" Abstract Workflow. The goal description is mapped down onto an abstract work- 
flow which describes the workflow in terms of its meaning [53]. Thus the workflow 
contains information about what each component will do rather than how it will 
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achieve it, along with information about how these components are interconnected. 
For example a component may be described as being a linear equation solver taking 
inputs from an experimental device and sending the results back to the user. 
" Concrete Workflow. The mapping down to a concrete workflow annotates each of 
these components with information about the implementation to be used and where 
this component will run. Information about actual data exchange formats are also 
defined and reservations are made where appropriate. For example a Cholesky solver 
will be used, it has an interface which takes a matrix of 32bit integers and calls a 
method on an interface which takes an array of 32bit integers. 
" Workflow Enactment. The instantiation of this workflow onto the computational 
Grid. The execution of all the components and the coordination of this process. 
Finally the collection and handling of results. 
Without the tools provided through the workflow pipeline, these highly complex appli- 
cations would be almost impossible to coordinate. It should be noted that workflows need 
not be static. They change as a result of changes in the underlying Grid infrastructure. 
Future parts of the workflow may be altered in light of the changing Grid, whilst execut- 
ing components may be migrated in order to best achieve the desired results of both the 
e-Scientist and the owners of the resources. 
2.5 The Workflow Pipeline 
We define the workflow pipeline as the series of stages from the generation of the goal 
description, through execution, to the point where results are collated and staged to the 
location required by the e-Scientist. The stages of the workflow pipeline can be grouped 
into three main areas - Specification, Brokering and Execution (Figure 2.2). This section 
provides an overview of each of the stages of the pipeline and these are discussed in greater 
detail in subsequent sections. 
Specification: The specification section of the pipeline covers the procedures involved 
in defining a workflow, the language used, how the workflow is represented and the ways 
that the e-Scientist can specify his or her requirements for enactment of the workflow. At 
the end of the workflow specification stage. we have what we call an abstract workflow. It 
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should be noted that the e-Scientist may never need to see or be aware of the underlying 
language that the workflow is written in nor indeed that they are specifying a workflow. 
The e-Scientist should be able to specify their requirements in a format directly applicable 
to their field of expertise, which is then mapped to the workflow language. 
We further discuss the design and development of tools and technologies that enable 
the specification of Grid-based computing applications. A key concept that underlines this 
effort is that of separation of concerns. These concerns are the provision of high-level 
domain specific programming concepts and constructs that enable end-user programming, 
low-level, legacy code reuse and adaptability of the application, to complex, dynamic hard- 
ware resources that are appropriate for high-performance computing, such as parallel ar- 
chitectures. 
End-user programming. As the end-user is typically not a specialist in novel computer 
software or architectures, it is necessary that they are able to specify problems and solution 
techniques without requiring such specialist expertise. Instead, their own knowledge should 
be used. Cox et al. [25] have shown that scientists can develop their ideas in systems such 
as Matlab [81 ] which can then submit this work to the Grid. We envision that Human 
Computer Interaction and Natural Language Processing are two areas that may contribute 
to this area significantly in the near future. 
Legacy-code reuse. With the existence of much valuable legacy code and numerous 
software libraries, many of which are specialised for particular architectures, a practical 
programming model must allow for the composability of pre-existing and new code. Thus 
there is a need for interoperability between units of code written in diverse programming 
languages. Moreover, scientific libraries are often architecture-specific. By raising the level 
of abstraction and providing a suitable run-time layer, it is possible to provide interoperabil- 
ity between diverse units of composition. Furmento et al. [22] has shown how legacy code 
can be wrapped up as components using automated tools and then used within workflows. 
High-performance. Scientific applications are by their very nature computationally 
expensive, often requiring the solution of systems of equations with large numbers of un- 
knowns. To solve problems with satisfactory resolutions, advanced architectures. such as 
parallel architectures and heterogeneous resources capable of both high performance and 
data storage are required. High performance is achieved býý means of mapping the complex 
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scientific applications to the complex resource environment. 
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Users of the Grid seek to use combinations of Grid services to perform the required 
tasks. This can be seen as a set of services with a workflow document describing how 
these services should be combined. Workflows may be abstract in nature, in which case the 
ultimate selection of concrete implementations and resources to use has not been finalised. 
Once the implementations and resources to use are determined, the workflow becomes con- 
crete. Users who submit a workflow to the Grid will often have constraints on how they 
wish the workflow to perform. These may be described in the form of a Quality of Service 
(QoS) document which details the level of service they require from the Grid. This may 
include requirements on such things as the overall execution time for their workflow; the 
time at which certain parts of the workflow must be completed; the cost of using services 
within the Grid to complete the workflow. 
Optimisation: The optimisation stage accepts as input the abstract workflow generated in 
the specification stage. The aim of the brokering process is to thoroughly validate the work- 
flow and then map its elements to concrete resources and implementations in preparation 
for execution. This is a non-trivial process that may be both computationally intensive and 
time consuming. As a result, this stage begins by carrying out various optimisations to the 
abstract workflow in order to enhance the efficiency of this stage. This stage culminates 
with the creation of a concrete workflow. 
Execution: Finally, the workflow moves into the execution phase. This may be seen as 
the realisation of the workflow within the Grid environment. The complexity of a hetero- 
geneous Grid fabric and its ever changing state, that may be executing several different 
parts of an application in several different locations, means that this phase of the pipeline 
does not involve simply placing compiled code on to a resource and letting it execute. The 
distributed management of the set of executing application components is required to go 
some way towards handling unforeseen events which may affect the running of the work- 
flow and its ability to fulfill the requirements of the e-Scientist. These may include such 
situations as resource failure or network failure. However, this stage should not limit itself 
to detrimental changes to the workflow, it should also be able to take advantages of new 
opportunities as they arise in the Grid. 
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2.6 QoS Support and Service Level Agreements (SLA) 
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In this thesis, we have assumed that QoS requirements will be agreed before executing 
the workflow. SLA negotiation and protocols is an orthogonal concept to our works and 
discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis. Performability, also known as a compos- 
ite measure of performance and reliability and its associated concepts such as QoS were 
first published in [56] [57], which can be modelled as a cumulative performance over a 
time period. Typically perfomability measure (QoS) should satisfy certain properties such 
as provide a probabilistic metric of performance and dependability. For example, a sys- 
tern could be modelled as a Markov process with finite number of states and one could 
solve for a performability distribution. Our workflow scheduling and workload allocation 
problems satisfy the properties of a performability measure by providing QoS support as a 
measurable quantity such as workflow task failure rate, QoS violation penalty. 
A Grid Broker can perform scheduling and workload allocations and then make a SLA 
with service providers, however at the same time future workflow tasks should also be 
capable of meeting their QoS requirements. 
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Traditional SLA obtaining techniques simply calculate an expected value of interested 
metrics and obtain a SLA. However no global planning of workflows is made as a result of 
which QoS guarantee cannot be provided for entire lifecycle of workflows. Our work has 
been shown to decrease number of workflow failures with general distributions including 
skewed distributions of workflow inter-arrival times and service times of workflow tasks. 
2.7 Probability and Queueing Theory 
Queues are common in computer systems. There are queues of inquiries waiting to be 
processed by an interactive computer system, queue of data base requests, queues of I/O 
requests, etc. 
Typically a queue (or queueing system) has one service facility, although there may 
be more than one server in the service facility, and a waiting room (or buffer) of finite or 
infinite capacity. 
Customers from a population or source enter a queueing system to receive some ser- 
vice. Here the word customer is used in its generic sense, and thus maybe a packet in a 
communication network, a job or a program in a computer system, a request or an inquiry 
in a database system, etc. 
Upon arrival a customer joins the waiting room if all servers in the service center are 
busy. When a customer has been served, he leaves the queueing system. 
A special notation, called Kendall's notation, is used to describe a queueing system. 
The notation has the form . 
41BIcIK where, 
"A describes the interarrival time distribution 
"B the service time distribution 
"c the number of servers 
"K the size of the system capacity (including the servers) 
The symbols traditionally used for A and B are 
"M for exponential distribution (M stands for Markov) 
"D for deterministic distribution 
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"G (or GI) for general distribution 
?1 
When the system capacity is infinite (K =c), one simply uses the symbol A=B=c. For 
instance, M=M=1, M=M=c, M=G=1 and G=M=1 are very common queueing systems. 
2.7.1 11I/lll /1/x Queue Analysis 
The MAAT/1 - Qucue has iid interarrival times, which are exponentially distributed with 
parameter A and also iid service times with exponential distribution with parameter p. The 
system has only a single server and uses the FIFO service discipline. The waiting line is of 
infinite size. 
It is easy to find the underlying markov chain. As the system state we use the number 
of customers in the system. The 11I/AI/1 system is a pure birth-/death system, where at 
any point in time at most one event occurs, with an event either being the arrival of a new 
customer or the completion of a customers service. What makes the AI/11I/1 system really 
simple is that the arrival rate and the service rate are not state-dependent. 
We denote the steady state probability that the system is in state A (k > 0) by »h., which 
is defined by 
Pk = urn Pk(t) fx (2.1) 
where PA. (t) denotes the (time-dependent) probability that there are A customers in the 
system at time t. Please note that the steady state probability pk does not dependent on t. 
We focus on a fixed state A- and look at the flows into the state and out of the state. The state 
A- can be reached from state A- -1 and from state A- +1 with the respective rates )Ph. -l(t) 
(the system is with probability Pk_I(t) in the state A, -1 at time t and goes with the rate A 
from the predecessor state A- -1 to state A) and pPk. +l (t) (the same from state A+ 1). The 
total flow into the state A is then simply APk _i 
(t) + APk+i (t) . 
The state A- is left with the 
rate APA. (t) to the state k+1 and with the rate pPk. (t) to the state ký +1 (for k=0 there is 
only a flow coming from or going to state 1). The total flow out of that state is then given 
by APk. (t) + tuPi. (t). The total rate of change of the flow into state A is then given by the 
difference of the flow into that state and the flow out of that state: 
Pk = lüll Pk. (t) tx (2.2) 
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dPk, (t) 
_ APk. -l(t) + 
APk+l(t) - (APk, (t) + /IPP. (t)) (2.3) dt 
, however, in the limit we require 
dPk(t) 
dt =0 (2.4) 
so we arrive at the following steady-state flow equations: 
0= Tipi - Apo (2.5) 
0=Apo+11P2-APi-lip, (2.6) 
o=........... (2.7) 
These equations can be recursively solved in dependence of po: 
PA. = (A )kpo (2.8) 
µ 
Furthermore, since the p A, are probabilities, the normalization condition 
DC 
EX =1 (2.9) 
k=O 
yields po as 
po=1-A (2.10) 
µ 
Obviously, in order for po to exist it is required that .A< , u, otherwise the series will 
diverge. This is the stability condition for the MIAll 1 system. It makes also sense in- 
tuitively: when more customers arrive than the system can serve, the queue size goes to 
infinity. 
Tail Probabilities 
In applications often the following question arises: we assume that we have an 11Iý. 1Iý1 
system, however, we need to restrict the number of customers in the system to a finite 
quantity. If a customer arrives at a full system, it is lost. We want to determine the size of the 
waiting line that is required to lose customers only with a small probability. As an example 
consider e. g. a router for which the buffer space is finite and packets should be lost with 
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probability equation given below. In principle this is a M/aI/1/X queue, however. we use 
an 1I/1lI/1 queue (with infinite waiting room) as an approximation. We are now interested 
in the probability that the system has k or more customers (the probability Pr[-X- > A] is 
called a tail probability) and thus would lose a customer in reality. We have 
Pt[N >A]=1-Pr[. X"<A] (2. ll) 
Pr[N > k] =1- I)rn _ (Aýk+l (2. I2) 
m=O 
the above equations. The term µ is the utilisation factor also denoted as p and tends to 
represent how much a server or a system is occupied or busy. 
2.7.2 i I/i I/ui - Qiu U( 
The AI/II/in -Qw, ti c (in > 1) has the same interarrival time and service time distri- 
butions as the A1/AI/1 queue, however, there are in servers in the system and the waiting 
line is infinitely long. As in the MIM/1 case a complete description of the system state 
is given by the number of customers in the system (due to the memoryless property). The 
state-transition-rate diagram of the underlying CTMC (Continuous Time Markov Chain) is 
quite easy to conceive. The 11I/ AI/m system is also a pure birth-death system. 
Steady-State Probabilities 
Using the above sketched technique of evaluating the flow equations together with the well- 
known geometric summation yields the following steady state probabilities: 
Po 
and 
where A, < in 
and 
1 
E 111-1 (rnp)J (nzp)I 
j=0 j! 
+ 
m! (1-p) 
])A 
(nip)p. 
Po 
(2.13) 
(?. 14) 
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I11 m Pk 
(2.15) PA = Po- till 
where A>m. 
Response Time Density of AI/m/nn - Queue 
Let ri(t) and Ri(t) be the PDF (Probability Density Function) and CDF (Cumulative Den- 
sity Function) of the response time of cluster i respectively for an . 
1I/. \I/k queue. Re- 
sponse time of a job consist of its waiting time in the queue of a cluster and its service 
time. The PDF of the response time for an : 't1/M// queue is given by equation 2.16 [42]. 
By definition, CDF of the response time can be represented by equations 2.18 and 2.19. 
r2ýtý=ý1_ tni 
=o ý! ýý (i-Pi) 
Il, P; (e e (2.16) 
(E(k; n, )J + (Azr)') )(A - 1)! (1 - A-i - Pi) J-o il kz! (1-Pi) 
Ai 
Pi = (2.17) kipi 
Ri(t) = P(T < t) (2.18) 
Ri(t) = ri(t)(It (2.19) 
0 
We have made use of the above equations in chapter 4. 
Chebyshev Inequality 
Chebyshev inequality [48] provides loose probabilistic bounds on how far the data lies 
from the mean of the distribution. It is applicable to any distribution including skewed 
distributions. Let X be a random variable with expected value /I and finite variance a2. 
Then for any real number k>0, 
Pr(IX -liI ? kor) <1 
I (2.20) 
We have made use of Chebyshev inequality in calculating deadlines for workflow tasks 
in the upcoming chapters as we have assumed general service time distributions of work- 
flow tasks which may not be unimodal. 
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Probability Distributions 
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We have used exponential and boxed (bounded) Pareto distributions in our thesis to model 
inter-arrival and service time distributions respectively. The exponential distribution has 
a CV (Coefficient of variation) equal to 1 for all parameters. Wherever we have referred 
to general service time distributions we have used bounded Pareto distribution which is a 
skewed distribution and exhibits heavy-tailed property. For general inter-arrival time distri- 
butions, we have used exponential distribution. When CV of inter-arrival time distribution 
is less than 1 we have used 2-phase hypo-exponential distribution and when greater than 1, 
we have used 2-phase hyper-exponential distribution. A hypo-exponential distribution is a 
mixture of 2 or more exponential distributions and tends to have CV always less than one. 
It is just a sum of exponential distributions with their own parameters. It is also known 
as generalised Erlang distribution. For hyper-exponential distribution the CV is always 
greater than one. The only difference to hypo-exponential distribution is that the coeffi- 
cient of each random variable is weighted according to parameters whose sum must equal 
unity. 
2.8 Mathematical Programming 
Mathematical programming is the study of systems that have the form maximize f (i) such 
that iEA or minimize f (i) such that xEA where .r= (x 1, : z'2,..., a n) is a vector of real 
variables, f is a function, and A is the set of allowable values for x. Such a formulation is 
called a mathematical program. Values of . zx that are 
in A are called feasible solutions. The 
function f is called the objective function. A feasible solution that maximizes (or mini- 
mizes, if that is the goal) the objective function is called an optimal solution. A great many 
real-world and theoretical problems may be modeled in this general framework. Typically, 
the constraint set A is specified by a number of equations and inequalities with the variable 
vector .i, possibly along with the requirement that certain variables only take on integer val- 
ues. Techniques for solving mathematical programs depend on the nature of the objective 
function and constraint set. The following major subfields exist: 
" Linear Programming: studies the case in which the objective function f is linear and 
the set A is specified using only linear equalities and inequalities 
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" Integer and Mixed-Integer Programming: studies linear programs in which some or 
all variables are constrained to take on integer values 
" Quadratic Programming: studies the case in which the objective function and/or con- 
straints may be quadratic 
" Nonlinear Programming: studies the general case in which the objective or con- 
straints or both contain nonlinear parts 
" Stochastic Programming: studies the case in which some of the constraints depend 
on random variables 
2.9 Stochastic Programming 
Stochastic programming, as the name implies, is mathematical (i. e. linear, integer, mixed- 
integer, nonlinear) programming but with a stochastic element present in the data. By 
this we mean that in deterministic mathematical programming the data (coefficients) are 
known numbers while in stochastic programming these numbers are unknown, instead we 
may have a probability distribution present. 
Stochastic programming is a framework for modeling optimization problems that in- 
volve uncertainty. Whereas deterministic optimization problems are formulated with known 
parameters, real world problems almost invariably include some unknown parameters. 
When the parameters are known only within certain bounds, one approach to tackling such 
problems is called robust optimization. Here the goal is to find a solution which is feasible 
for all such data and optimal in some sense. Stochastic programming models are similar 
in style but take advantage of the fact that probability distributions governing the data are 
known or can be estimated. The goal here is to find some policy that is feasible for all 
(or almost all) the possible data instances and maximizes the expectation of some function 
of the decisions and the random variables. More generally, such models are formulated, 
solved analytically or numerically, and analyzed in order to provide useful information to a 
decision-maker. The most widely applied and studied stochastic programming models are 
two-stage linear programs. Here the decision maker takes some action in the first stage, 
after which a random event occurs affecting the outcome of the first-stage decision. A re- 
course decision can then be made in the second stage that compensates for any bad effects 
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that might have been experienced as a result of the first-stage decision. The optimal pol- 
icy from such a model is a single first-stage policy and a collection of recourse decisions 
(a decision rule) defining which second-stage action should be taken in response to each 
random outcome. 
In chapters 3 and 6 we develop novel 2-stage stochastic MILP to perform workflow 
scheduling and profitable brokering respectively. The 2-stage stochastic MILP is capable 
of dealing with the volatile nature of the Grid and adapting the selection of Grid services 
during the lifetime of the workflow. 
2.10 Sample Average Approximation Technique 
A key difficulty in solving a stochastic program is in evaluating the expectation in the 
objective. We deal with this problem using the Sample Average Approximation (SAA) 
scheme [38]. 
In the SAA scheme, a random sample of N realizations (scenarios) of the 
random vector ý is generated, and the expectation E[Q(y, ý)] is approximated by the sample 
average function N-1 j: N 1 Q(y. Consequently, the true problem is approximated by 
the problem given below. 
1N 
r711ri1rýý1 ýE'ýfN(ý) :=C, ý +NE Q(y, fin)] (2.21) 
n=1 
Let 1'N and YN be the optimal value and an optimal solution vector, respectively, of 
the SAA problem. Note that z'N and YN are random in the sense that they are functions 
of the corresponding random sample. However, for a particular realization e'2...... ßn of 
the random sample, the problem above is deterministic and can be solved by appropriate 
optimization techniques. It is possible to show that under mild regularity conditions, as the 
sample size 1V increases, cv and y_, \- converge with probability one to their true counter- 
parts, and moreover y_v converges to an optimal solution of the true problem with proba- 
bility approaching one exponentially fast [38]. This convergence analysis suggests that a 
fairly good approximate solution to the true problem can be obtained by solving the above 
SAA problem with a modest sample size. In particular, suppose that the SAA problem is 
solved to an absolute optimality tolerance of (ý and let c> (i and o. E (0.1). Then a sample 
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size of 
> 
3or 2 
max 
1 o9F (2.22) (F 
- 
ä)2 (l 
guarantees that the SAA solution ! j,, \, is an E-optimal solution (i. e., a solution with an 
absolute optimality gap of c) to the true problem with a probability of at least 1-n. Here 
ý2ý«,. is a maximal variance of certain function differences [38]. Note that F<2 PI, and 
hence log F1 < 1092 1P , where 
PI is a linear function of the number of Grid services. E'en 
though the above estimate is too conservative for practical applications, it suggests that the 
required sample size is at most linear in the number of Grid services. In practice, the 
SAA scheme involves repeated solutions of the SAA problem with independent samples. 
Statistical confidence intervals are then derived on the quality of the approximate solutions. 
This procedure is described next. 
2.10.1 The SAA algorithm: 
Step 1: 
Generate M independent samples each of size N, i. e., for j=1,..., M. For each 
sample solve the corresponding SAA problem 2.21. Let z and ýv, j = 1,..., M, be the 
corresponding optimal objective value and an optimal solution, respectively. 
Step 2: 
Compute 
I Al 
II 'Ai - 
-Ai 
E, (2.23) 
j=1 
and 
1I 
i' jV - i'. ý vI) 
2 (2.24) 
. 
II(_lI -1 
It is well known that the expected value of c. \, is less than or equal to the optimal value 
c* of the true problem. Since i, _\-,. AI 
is an unbiased estimator of E[c, \\ ], we obtain that 
< , *. Thus provides a lower statistical bound for the optimal value J. * of the 
true problem, and cri', . ý' 
is an estimate of the variance of this estimator. 
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Step 3: 
29 
Choose a feasible solution yEF of the true problem. for example, use one of the computed 
solutions YN;. Estimate the true objective function value f ý-, (y) as follows: 
fN' (Y) _Ty+ Q(y. C) (2.25) 
n=1 
Here is a sample of size N" generated independently of the sample used to 
obtain y. Typically one can take A" much bigger than the sample size N used in solving the 
SAA problems. This step involves solution of N' independent second-stage sub-problems. 
Note that fN' (y) is an unbiased estimator of f (q). Since zJ is a feasible solution to the 
true problem, we have f (y) > tr*. Thus f ý. (y) is an estimate of an upper bound on c, *. 
If the sample 1,..., N is iid (independent identically distributed), then the variance of this 
estimate can be estimated as 
N 
(y)]2 (2.26) (y) a2 ,= ,N 
1- 
1) 
[(-7 
.q+1, 
ý Qý. ý ") - fN' En=1 N 
n=1 
Step 4: 
Compute an estimate of the optimality gap of the solution y using the lower bound estimate 
and the objective function value estimate from Steps 2 and 3 respectively, as follows: 
9'PN. M1, N' (Y) =f v' (Y) - t', v. Ar (2.27) 
The estimated variance of the above gap estimator is then given by 
gap = 07,1-'(Y) + 07"N, nl 
(2.28) 
It is natural to choose y as one of the calculated y_'- estimates with the smallest estimated 
objective value f,,,,, (y). Let us emphasize again that in order to estimate the corresponding 
true objective function value f (y) one needs to generate a sample independent of the sam- 
ples used in calculation of A 
The above SAA procedure involving statistical evaluation 
of candidate solutions was suggested in Norkin et al. [61] and further developed in `9ak et 
al. [52]. Theoretical analysis of the SAA algorithm for solving stochastic programs with 
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discrete first-stage variables was carried out in Kleywegt et al. [38]. Computational studies 
using the SAA method for solving stochastic linear programs is presented in Linderoth et 
al. [47], and for solving stochastic routing problems in Verweij et al. [82]. 
We have adapted the above SAA algorithm to perform workflow scheduling in chapter 
3 and obtain cost bounds for an end-user workflow in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 3 
Stochastic Programming Approach To Workflow Scheduling 
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The success of web services has influenced the way in which grid applications are being 
written. Grid users seek to use combinations of web services to perform the overall task 
they need to achieve. In general this can be seen as a set of services with a workflow doc- 
ument describing how these services should be combined. The user may also have certain 
constraints on the workflow operations, such as execution time or cost to the user, specified 
in the form of a Quality of Service (QoS) document. These workflows need to be mapped 
to a subset of the Grid services taking the QoS and state of the Grid into account - ser- 
vice availability and performance. We propose in this chapter an approach for generating 
constraint equations describing the workflow, the QoS requirements and the state of the 
Grid. This set of equations may be solved using Integer Linear Programming (ILP), which 
is the traditional method. We further develop a 2-stage stochastic ILP which is capable of 
dealing with the volatile nature of the Grid and adapting the selection of the services dur- 
ing the life of the workflow. We present experimental results comparing our approaches, 
showing that the 2-stage stochastic programming approach performs consistently better 
than other traditional approaches. This work forms the workflow scheduling service within 
WOSE (Workflow Optimisation Services for e-Science Applications), which is a collabo- 
rative work between Imperial College, Cardiff University and Daresbury Laborartory. 
3.1 Introduction 
Grid Computing has been evolving over recent years towards the use of service orientated 
architectures [30]. Functionality within the Grid exposes itself through a service interface 
which may be a standard web service endpoint. This functionality may be exposing com- 
putational power, storage, software capable of being deployed, access to instruments or 
sensors, or potentially a combination of the above. 
Grid workflows that users write and submit may be abstract in nature, in which case the 
final selection of web services has not been finalised. We refer to the abstract description 
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of services as abstract services in this chapter. Once the web services are discovered and 
selected, the workflow becomes concrete, meaning the web services matching the abstract 
description of services are selected. 
The Grid is by nature volatile - services appear and disappear due to changes in owners 
policies, equipment crashing or network partitioning. Thus submitting an abstract workflow 
allows late binding of the workflow with web services currently available within the Grid. 
The workflow may also take advantage of new web services which were not available at 
the time of writing. Users who submit a workflow to the Grid will often have constraints 
on how they wish the workflow to perform. These may be described in the form of a QoS 
document which details the level of service they require from the Grid. This may include 
requirements on such things as the overall execution time for their workflow; the time at 
which certain parts of the workflow must be completed; and the cost of using services 
within the Grid to complete the workflow. 
In order to determine if these QoS constraints can be satisfied it is necessary to store 
historic information and monitor performance of different web services within the Grid. 
Such information could be performance data related to execution and periodic information 
such as queue length, availability. Here we see that existing Grid middleware for perfor- 
mance repositories may be used for the storage and retrieval of this data. If the whole of 
the workflow is made concrete at the outset, it may lead to QoS violations. Therefore we 
have adopted an iterative approach. At each stage the workflow is divided into those ab- 
stract services which need to be deployed now and those that can be deployed later. Those 
abstract services which need to be deployed now are made concrete and deployed to the 
Grid. However, to maintain QoS constraints it is necessary to ensure that at each iteration 
the selected web services will still allow the whole workflow to achieve QoS. 
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [2] is beginning to become a standard 
for composing web-services and many projects such as Triana [51 ] and WOSE [10] have 
adopted it as a means to realise service-based Grid workflow technology. These projects 
provide tools to specify abstract workflows and workflow engines to enact workflows. 
Buyya et al [69] propose a Grid Architecture for Computational Economy (GRACE) con- 
sidering a generic way to map economic models into a distributed system architecture. The 
Grid resource broker (Nimrod-G) supports deadline and budget based scheduling of Grid 
resources. However no QoS guarantee is provided by the Grid resource broker. Zeng et 
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al [43] investigate QoS-aware composition of Web Services using integer programming 
method. The services are scheduled using local planning, global planning and integer pro- 
gramming approaches. The execution time prediction of web services is calculated using 
an arithmetic mean of the historical invocations. However Zeng et al. assume that services 
provide upto date QoS and execution information based on which the scheduler can obtain 
a service level agreement with the web service. Brandic et al [34] extend the approach of 
Zeng et al to consider application-specific performance models. However their approach 
fails to guarantee QoS over entire life-time of a workflow. They also assume that web ser- 
vices are QoS-aware and therefore certain level of performance is guaranteed. However 
in an uncertain Grid environment, QoS may be violated. Brandic et al have no notion of 
global planning of a workflow. Thus there is a risk of QoS violation. Huang et al [45] 
have developed a framework for dynamic web service selection for the WOSE project. 
However it is limited only to best service selection and no QoS issues are considered. We 
see our work fitting in well within their optimisation service of the WOSE architecture. 
A full description of the architecture can be found in [45]. Our approach not only takes 
care of dynamically selecting the optimal web service but also makes sure that overall QoS 
requirements of a workflow is satisfied with sufficiently high probability. 
Afzal et al. [15] have developed workload allocation techniques by modelling cluster 
resources as A1/G/1 queues and modelling arrival rates through time series techniques. 
They solve a mixed-integer non-linear program and obtain workload allocations as solu- 
tions. They embed the entire workflow structure into their optimisation program whereas 
we embed collection of workflow tasks of different workflows in our optimisation pro- 
grams. In our 2-stage stochastic programming approach we embed the workflow structure 
in our second stage programs. However the performance of their method relies heavily on 
efficient prediction of workload arrival rates based on time series techniques. Moreover 
they also assume that only similar workflows (same workflows with known QoS require- 
ments) would be submitted so that they can plan their scheduling task ahead in time and 
later when the workflows are actually submitted they could simply route them to appro- 
priate resources without actually undergoing scheduling. However Grid environments are 
volatile and predicting workload characteristics. QoS requirements and state of resources 
ahead in time with large enough certainty may not be feasible. 
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Table 3.1: Scheduling Parameters. 
Symbol Name 
Ai Abstract service 
air, cir, 
1'1r 
Expected time, cost and selection 
variable associated with rth 
web service matching AZ 
ti meQos Maximum time in which the 
workflow should get executed 
deadlines Time in which A, is expected to complete 
A Number of abstract services 
Number of web services 
ai matching Ai 
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The main contribution of this chapter is the novel QoS support approach and an algo- 
rithm for stochastic scheduling of workflows in a volatile Grid. 
This chapter presents results of the workflow scheduling service within WOSE (Work- 
flow Optimisation Services for e-Science Applications). Section 3.2 describes the process 
of workflow aware performance guided scheduling, followed by a description of the 2- 
stage stochastic programming approach and an algorithm for stochastic scheduling in Sec- 
tion 3.3. In Section 3.4 we illustrate how our approach performs through simulation before 
concluding in Section 3.5. 
3.2 Workflow Aware Performance Guided Scheduling 
We provide Table: 3.1 as a quick reference to the parameters of the ILP. 
3.2.1 Deterministic Integer Linear Program (ILP) 
Before presenting our 2-stage stochastic integer linear program we first present the deter- 
ministic ILP program. The program is integer linear as it contains only integer variables 
(unknowns) and the constraints appearing in the program are all linear. The ILP consists of 
an objective, 0 which we wish to minimise along with several constraints which need to 
be satisfied. The objective here is to minimise the overall workflow cost: 
Cast = 1771l111I11 ([0] (3.1) 
Al Iazl 
l'i. l it (3.2) 
ir 
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(ý is the cost associated with web services. We have identified the following constraints. 
" Selection Constraint : 
IQl 
vi. 1: 
. zir =1 (3.3) 
r 
it E 
{o, 1} (3.4) 
Equation 3.3 takes care of mapping Ai to one and only one web service. For each A;, 
only one of the :1 jr equals 1, while all the rest are 0. 
9 Deadline Constraint : Equation 3.5 ensures that Ai finishes within the assigned 
deadline. The term (I((1(Il/net in equation ?? may be a hard or soft constraint. If it 
is a hard constraint it is explicitly specified by the end-user else it is calculated using 
equation 3.21 in the experimental evaluation section. 
jail 
E1 
it 1 it 
< dfadl1Il( 
r 
(3.5) 
" Workflow Path Constraints: Referring to figure 3.3, for type 1 workflow within 
heterogeneous workload, we see that the workflow has two possible paths. Therefore 
the following equations must hold. 
5 jail 
E0 
ir"'ir C t1 17l eQOS (3.6) 
i=1 r 
2 la 7 O' l Ia5l 
airxir air-Fir +E a5rx'5r < t2717FQOS (3.7) 
i=1 r i=6 rr 
In summary explicit paths of workflows must obey the overall workflow deadline and 
those constraints must be met at all times to ensure that the hard deadline (t i »> (Q(,,, ) 
is always met. 
" Other workflow specific constraints : These constraints are generated based on the 
workflow nature and other soft deadlines (execution constraints). A soft deadline 
is a derived deadline and not explicitly specified by the end-user. Violating a soft 
deadline is not a QoS violation. Other constraints could be hard deadlines explicitly 
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specified by the end-user. e. g. some abstract service or a subset of abstract services is 
required to be completed within t seconds. These could also be satisfying other QoS 
parameters such as reliability and availability. A full list of constraints is beyond the 
scope of this chapter. 
3.3 Two-stage stochastic ILP with recourse 
Stochastic programming, as the name implies, is mathematical (i. e. linear, integer, mixed- 
integer, nonlinear) programming but with a stochastic element present in the data. By 
this we mean that in deterministic mathematical programming, the data (coefficients) of 
the variables are known numbers, while in stochastic programming these numbers are un- 
known, instead we may have a probability distribution present. However these unknowns, 
having a known distribution could be used to generate a finite number of deterministic pro- 
grams through techniques such as Sample Average Approximation (SAA) and an E-optimal 
solution to the true problem could be obtained. Consider a set S of abstract services that can 
be scheduled currently and concurrently. Let S be the number of such services. Similarly 
let P be the set of unscheduled abstract services and P be its number. Equations (3.8) 
to (3.11) represent a 2-stage stochastic program with recourse, where stage-1 minimises 
current costs and stage-2 aims to minimise future costs. The recourse term is Q(i , 'ý. 
which is the future cost. The term eT z in the objective of the stage-2 program is the penalty 
incurred for failing to compute a feasible schedule. The vector e has values such that the 
incurred penalty is clearly apparent in the objective value. The variables are also present 
in the constraints of stage-2 programs in order to keep the program feasible as certain re- 
alisations of random variables will make the program infeasible. The vector -- consists of 
continuous variables whose size depends on the number of constraints appearing in the 
program. 
Cost = nnimmis([O + E(Q(. r.,. u. ))] (3.8) 
" Stage-1 
H la, I 
r 
(3.9) 
Subject to the following constraints: selection, scheduling, workflow path along with other 
possible constraints. 
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" Stage-2 
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.,; is a vector consisting of random variables of runtimes and costs of services. xti is the 
vector denoting the solutions of stage-1. is the optimal solution of 
Cost,, = Init? ino i. SE [e] + eTZ (3.10) 
IPI Iail 
j: j: Cir-l'ir (3.1 1 
2r 
Subject to the following constraints: selection, scheduling along with other possible con- 
straints. ý is a realisation of expected costs of using services. The function E is the expected 
objective value of stage-2, which is computed using the SAA problem listed in equation 
(3.12). The stage-2 solution can be used to recompute stage-1 solution, which in turn leads 
to better stage-2 solutions. 
I 
(3.12 II]11211111.5'PlO+-ýr 
n=1 
N> 
3a 2 
max 
- S)2 
log F 
(3.13) ýE 
In equation ( 3.13), F is the number of elements in the feasible set, which is the set of 
possible mappings of abstract services to real Grid services. 1-a is the desired probability 
of accuracy, 6 the tolerance, E the distance of solution to true solution and Gr2, nx 
is the 
maximum execution time variance of a particular service in the Grid. One could argue that 
it may not be trivial to calculate both a2ýnx and F F. Maximum execution time variance of 
some Grid service could be a good approximation for Amax and F could be obtained with 
proper discretisation techniques. Equation (3.13) is derived in [79]. Our scheduling service 
provides a 95% guarantee. Hence 1-n is taken as 0.95. E-ö is taken as 2 for convenience, 
while log Fj turns out to be approximately equal to 4. In our case in order to obtain 95% 
confidence level, :V approximately turns out to be around 600. This means that one needs 
to solve nearly 600 deterministic ILP programs in stage-2 for each iteration of algorithm 
1. The number of unknowns in the ILP being small, negligible time is spent to solve 
these many scenarios. The order of the algorithm is difficult to obtain analytically. This 
is because integer linear programs are solved through the branch-and-bound algorithm, for 
which exact order in an average-case can only be obtained through experimental simulation. 
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Figure 3.1: Execution time of algorithm 1 for 100 scenarios 
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Figure 3.1 provides an insight into the average-case behaviour of algorithm 1. The 
graph clearly scales polynomially in the number of variables and constraints in the op- 
timisation program. The key upside of algorithm 1 is that in an average-case the time 
complexity is not exponential. 
3.3.1 Algorithm for stochastic scheduling of workflows 
Algorithm 1 obtains scheduling solutions for abstract workflow services by solving 2-stage 
stochastic programs, where stage-1 minimises current costs and stage-2 minimises future 
costs. This algorithm guarantees an 6-optimal solution (i. e., a solution with an absolute 
optimality gap of ( to the true solution) with desired probability [38]. However to achieve 
the desired accuracy one needs to sample enough scenarios, which often get quite big 
in a large utility grid, and in a service rich environment with continuous execution time 
distributions associated with Grid services, the number of scenarios is theoretically infinite. 
However with proper discretisation techniques the number of scenarios or the sample size 
required to get the desired accuracy is at most linear in the number of Grid services. This is 
clearly evident from the value of X (equation (3.13)), which is the sample size, as F being 
the size of feasible set, is exponential in the number of Grid services. Finally statistical 
confidence intervals are then derived on the quality of the approximate solutions. 
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Algorithm 1 initially obtains scheduling solutions for stage-1 abstract services, S in the 
workflow. This stage-1 result puts constraints on stage-2 programs, which aims at finding 
scheduling solutions for rest of the unscheduled workflow. The sampling size (equation 
(3.13)) for each iteration, guarantees an (-optimal solution to the true scheduling problem 
with desired accuracy, 95% in our case. If the optimality gap or variance of the gap es- 
timator are small, only then the scheduling operation is a success. If not, the iteration is 
repeated as mentioned in step 3.6 of the algorithm. This leads to computing new schedule 
for stage-1 abstract services with tighter QoS bounds. When the scheduled stage-1 abstract 
services finish execution, algorithm 1 is used to schedule abstract services that follow them 
in the workflow. Step 4 selects the stage-1 solution, which has a specified tolerance h to the 
true problem with probability at least equal to specified confidence level 1-n. 
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for stochastic scheduling 
Step 1: Choose sample sizes N and N' > N, iteration count M, tolerance c and rule to 
terminate iterations 
Step 2: Check if termination is required 
for m=l,. . ., 
Mdo 
Step 3.1 : Generate N samples, and solve the SAA problem, let the optimal objective 
be O"' for corresponding iteration 
end for 
Step 3.2 : Compute a lower bound estimate L (eq. 3.14) on the objective and its variance 
%(L (eq. 3.15) 
Step 3.3 : Generate N' samples, use one of the feasible stage-1 solution and solve the 
SAA problem to compute an upper bound estimate U (eq. 3.16) on the objective and its 
variance ja rr (eq. 3.17) 
Step 3.4 : Estimate the optimality gap (Gup =L-U r) and the variance of the gap 
estimator (I "(r r"(11) =1 "(r, ý l+I "a rJ ) 
Step 3.5 : If Gap and I -ar"" are small, choose stage-1 solution. Stop 
Step 3.6 : If Gap and Ir`11) "' are large, tighten stage-1 QoS hounds, increase X and/or 
A", goto step 2 
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Al m 
L= 
ým=1 0 
(3.14) 
. ýI Al (0" L )2 
L= Lim=1l (3.15) 
. MIpi - 1) 
L, = 01 +E Q(J h'. ý11) (3.16) 
n=l 
Vary _ 
ýp-i(Q(ý'. 5'" . ýJý°fin) - 
(f)2 
(3.17) 
1'ßr' (ýý,, - 1) 
Algorithm 1 initially obtains scheduling solutions for stage-1 abstract services, S in the 
workflow. This stage-1 result puts constraints on stage-2 programs, which aims at finding 
scheduling solutions for rest of the unscheduled workflow. The sampling size (eq. 3.13) 
for each iteration, guarantees an E-optimal solution to the true scheduling problem with 
desired accuracy, 95% in our case. If the optimality gap or variance of the gap estimator 
are small, only then the scheduling operation is a success. If not, the iteration is repeated 
as mentioned in step 3.6 of the algorithm. This leads to computing new schedule for stage- 
1 abstract services with tighter QoS bounds. Step 3.5 selects the stage-1 solution, which 
has a specified tolerance 6 to the true problem with probability at least equal to specified 
confidence level 1-a. 
3.4 Experimental Evaluation 
In this section we present simulation architecture and experimental results for the ILP tech- 
niques described in this chapter. The simulation architecture is shown in 3.2. As such the 
figure is self-explanatory we provide a brief description of each class. 
3.4.1 End-User as Workload Generator: 
This class is responsible for generating workload with a general distribution of inter-arrival 
times with a mean arrival rate shown in table 3.2 and a specified CV of inter-arrival times. 
Workflows with deadline requirements (Java trees) arrive at the brokering service. 
3.4.2 Brokering Service: 
This service is the most complex and contains most of the functions present in the simu- 
lation. It firstly receives workflows and then moves them to a list of assigned workflow,, 
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Then it consults registry for service types, monitoring service for states of services and 
performance repository for statistics on historical jobs. It then formulates a stochastic 
scheduling program and solves them with the help of Cplex, which has a JNI interface 
to its C library. Once the scheduling is done, jobs are dispatched to respective Grid ser- 
vices. When a job finishes, the service notifies the broker and further workflow tasks are 
scheduled by recalculating their deadlines based on remaining workflow time. When a 
workflow finishes it is moved to a list of finished workflows. 
3.4.3 Registry: 
This registers a newly joined service to a Grid. It stores its service type so that discovery 
service can know its functionality. 
3.4.4 Grid Services: 
These are services that perform computation or execute workflow jobs. 
3.4.5 Performance Repository: 
It stores information about the execution of past jobs. Information such as execution run- 
time, input size are stored in it. 
3.4.6 Setup 
Table 3.2 summarises the experimental setup. We have performed 3 simulations and for 
each different setup of a simulation we have performed 10 runs and averaged out the re- 
sults. We have performed 10 runs in each different setup of a simulation and averaged out 
the values. This provides us resistance against differences in random number generation 
and allows knowing that the statistics collected are consistent. Initially 500 jobs allow the 
system to reach steady state, the next 1000 jobs are used for calculating statistics such as 
mean execution time, mean cost, mean failures, mean partial executions and mean utili- 
sation. The last 500 jobs mark the ending period of the simulation. Mean of an abstract 
service is measured in millions of instructions (MI). We have modelled the general exe- 
cution time distributions using pareto distribution with finite variance. The equation for 
a boxed pareto distribution is given below. The Pareto distribution exhibits skewness and 
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heavy-tailed property. The inter-arrival time distribution is modelled as exponential distri- 
bution. 
(3.18) 
where the distribution is generated using the lower bound 1. upper bound u and parame- 
ter cx. In order to compute expected runtimes, we put no restriction on the nature of execu- 
tion time distribution and apply Chebyshev inequality [48] to compute expected runtimes 
such that 95% of jobs would execute in time under a;,. (equation (3.19)). It should be noted 
that such bounds or confidence intervals on the execution times can also be computed using 
other techniques such as Monte Carlo approach [58] and Central Limit Theorem [48] or by 
performing finite integration, if the underlying execution time PDFs (Probability Density 
Functions) are available in analytical forms. The waiting time is also computed in such a 
way that in 95% of the cases, the waiting time encountered will be less than the computed 
one. The value 4.47 appearing in the equations below is due to applying Chebyshev in- 
equality for including 95% of the execution or waiting time distribution area. In equation 
(3.19), /1; r and U. i, are the mean and standard deviation of the execution time distribution 
of a running software service. ci, is a simple product function of a, 
[7, ir = pi, + 
4.47cir + u'Qlfing tuu« (3.19 
air (equation (3.20)) for stage-2 programs is calculated in a slightly different fashion. 
e2 2+ ew(btr arý (1 r= 
ýýXir air (3.20) 
Here ýe is the execution time distribution sample of an abstract service on a Grid service. ý "' 
is the waiting time distribution sample associated with Rr. We have used Monte-Carlo [58] 
technique for sampling values out of the distributions. Other sampling techniques such 
as Latin Hypercube sampling could also be used in place. We provide an example for 
calculating initial deadlines, given by equation (3.21) for the first abstract service (generate 
matrix) of workflow type 1. The Xj variables in the equation 3.21 are the execution time 
distributions of the i(h workflow task. Deadline calculation of an abstract service takes care 
of all possible paths in a workflow and scaling is performed with reference to the longest 
execution path in a workflow. Equation (3.21) is scaled with reference to tim eQ,, . It should 
be noted that initially implies calculation before performing the iterations of algorithm 1. 
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Subsequent deadlines of abstract services in a workflow are calculated initially by scaling 
with reference to the remaining workflow deadline. 
X, 
dEadliitci = tint('QW, )- (3.21) X1 + 
-' 234 
X1 = , max(1 + 4.4I CSI ýFnn. r) (3.22) 
4 
mnx r max X2,34 = iij (1 +4.47Ciý ) (3.23) 
j=2 
Initial deadline calculation is done in order to reach an optimal solution faster. We are 
currently investigating cut techniques which can help to reach optimal solutions even faster. 
Here ping' and CV "'°s are the mean and coefficient of variation of a Grid service that has 
the maximum expected runtime. If Gap and VarGo1) are large, bounds are tightened in such 
a way that in the next iteration they become smaller. e. g. minimum coefficient for time (a ) 
could be set as the deadline or recourse term variable values (z) in the stage-2 programs 
could be used to tighten deadline. The workflows experimented with are shown in figure 
3.3. The workflows are simulation counterparts of the real world workflows. Their actual 
execution is a delay based on their execution time distribution, as specified in table 3.2. In 
the first simulation, type 1 workflows are used, in the second simulation, type 2 workflows 
are used and in the third simulation workload is made heterogeneous (HW). The type 1 
workflow is quite simple compared to type 2, which is a real scientific workflow. All the 
workflows have different QoS requirements as specified in table 3.2. The ILP solver used 
is CPLEX by ILOG [6], which is one of the best industrial quality optimisation software. 
The simulation is developed on top of simjava 2 [33], a discrete event simulation package. 
The Grid size is kept small in order to get an asymptotic behaviour of workflow failures as 
coefficient of variation (CV) of execution or arrival rates (A) are increased. 
3.4.7 Results 
We compare our scheme (DSLC) with two traditional schemes (DDLC and SDLC) [20], 
all with a common objective of minimising cost and ensuring workflows execute within 
deadlines. The workflows do not have any slack period. meaning they are scheduled with- 
out any delay as soon as they are submitted. DDLC (dynamic, deterministic, least cost 
satisfying deadlines) and DSLC (dynamic, stochastic, least cost satisfying deadlines) job 
dispatching strategies calculate an initial deadline based on equation (6.30). Though DDLC 
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Table 3.2: Simulation parameters. 
Simulation 123 
Services matching Ai 
Service speed (kMIPS) 
Unit cost (per sec) 
Mean Arrival Rate (A) (per sec) 
Ai Mean (µ) (kMI) 
Ai CV = cr/p 
Workflows 
timeoos (sec) 
24 12 24 
3-14 3-14 3-14 
5-29 5-29 5-29 
1.5-10 0.1 -2.0 1.5-3.6 
7.5-35 10- 30 7.5-35 
0.2-2.0 0.2 -1.4 0.2-2.0 
Type 1 Type 2 HW 
40-60 80- 100 40-60 
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calculates new deadlines each time it needs to schedule abstract services, the deadlines do 
not change once they are calculated. The deadlines get changed iteratively in case of DSLC 
due to the iterative nature of algorithm 1. Scheduling of abstract services continues until 
the lifetime of workflows in case of DDLC and DSLC. It is not the case with SDLC (static, 
deterministic, least cost satisfying deadlines) and as soon as the workflows are submitted, 
an ILP is solved and scheduling solutions for all abstract services within the workflows are 
obtained. In case of SDLC, once the scheduling solutions are obtained, they do not get 
changed during the entire lifetime of the workflows. The main comparison metrics here are 
mean cost, mean time, failures and mean utilisation as we increase A and CV. However we 
will keep our discussion limited to failures as a workflow failure means failure in satisfying 
QoS requirements of workflows. 
3.4.8 Effect of arrival rate and workload 
We see that in case of figures 3.4 and 3.5, as A increases, DSLC continues to outperform 
other schemes. This trend continues however but the advantage keeps on reducing as arrival 
rates increase. This can be explained as follows. When arrival rates increase, more work 
needs to be scheduled in the same amount of time, as previously available. Moreover it is 
safe to assume that response time of services is an increasing function of arrival rate. Hence 
failures increase. Moreover this behaviour not being linear and failures themselves reaching 
a limiting value, this advantage is reduced. SDLC obtains a joint solution and therefore is a 
sub-optimal solution or is optimal only at the time of scheduling. Hence more failures are 
registered in case of SDLC. Referring to figures 3.6 and 3.7. it is apparent that When CV i, 
low. utilisation in case of DSLC and DDLC turns out to be the same. Hovv cv er SDLC also 
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registers reasonable utilisation. Overall utilisation is maximum in case of DSLC due to its 
capability of obtaining optimal solutions. When CV is high, DSLC still outperforms other 
schemes. Due to high unpredictability, DDLC and SDLC register moderate utilisation. In 
case of workflow type 2, for low and high CVs, as A is increased, DSLC outperforms all 
other schemes. In case of utilisation, for low CV, all schemes register high utilisations. 
However in case of high CV, DSLC registers far higher utilisation than other schemes. 
Referring to figures 3.14 and 3.15, again DSLC registers lowest failures for both low and 
high CVs. This is because workload is quite heterogeneous and environment therefore 
becomes quite unpredictable. In this case DSLC obtains better scheduling solutions than 
other schemes. In case of utilisation (figures 3.16 and 3.17), again due to less failures in 
case of DSLC, utilisation is registered higher than other schemes. 
3.4.9 Effect of CV 
We see that in case of workflow type I. which is quite predictable and sequential, as arrival 
rates increase, for low CV (predictable behaviour), DDLC performs slightly better than 
DSLC. This is because even if DSLC iteratively tightens deadlines, it doesn't help to get 
a better schedule due to highly predictable environment and as a result failures increase 
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ýI 
slightly as it tries to schedule workflows which would have failed in case of DDLC. As CV 
is increased, we see that DSLC outperforms other schemes. This is because the environ- 
ment becomes less predictable and algorithm 1 obtains better deadline solutions solutions 
that help to reduce failures. DDLC closes the gap asymptotically as A increases. This is 
because failures increase as A increases and theoretically the workflows themselves cannot 
be scheduled as they would fail to meet their deadlines. In case of workflow type 2, for 
both low and high CVs, DSLC performs significantly better than other schemes. Referring 
to figures 3.12 and 3.13, we see that as CV is increased for low arrival rates, utilisation 
drops which indicates that failures increase, which in turn indicates that environment be- 
comes more and more unpredictable. With high workloads, as CV is increased, utilisation 
drops, but this time DSLC registers highest utilisation. SDLC and DDLC register lower 
utilisation as they fail to cope with the increasing uncertainty. However for low CV, they 
all start off from about the same utilisation mark. When workload is made heterogeneous, 
for both low and high CVs, DSLC outperforms other schemes. For high CV, the environ- 
ment becomes highly uncertain and hence SDLC registers a spiky behaviour in utilisation. 
This is in agreement considering its static nature of job assignment. 
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3.4.10 Effect of workflow nature 
55 
Workflow type 2 is more complex and far less predictable than workflow type 1. Hence 
in such case we see that DSLC outperforms other schemes for low and high CVs. This is 
to say that DSLC algorithm obtains better deadline solutions by solving the SAA problem 
than other schemes, as a result of which less failures are experienced. The other schemes, 
since they obtain static deadlines, fail to outperform DSLC. However when A increases, 
all the curves merge to values closer to 100%. In case of heterogeneous workload, the 
environment again becomes less predictable and as a result DSLC continues to outperform 
other schemes. 
3.5 Summary 
We have developed a 2-stage stochastic programming approach to workflow scheduling 
using an ILP formulation of QoS constraints, workflow structure, performance models of 
Grid services and the state of the Grid. The approach gives a considerable improvement 
over other traditional schemes. This is because SAA approach obtains E-optimal solutions 
minimised and approximated over uncertain conditions while providing QoS guarantee 
over the workflow time period. The developed approach performs considerably better par- 
ticularly when the CV of execution times and the workflow complexity are high. At both 
low and high arrival rates, the developed approach comfortably outperforms the traditional 
schemes. 
In chapter 4 we address workload allocation techniques for Grid workflows in a multi- 
cluster Grid. We model individual clusters as ? II/M/ queues and obtain a numerical 
solution for missed deadlines (failures) of tasks of Grid workflows. We also present an 
efficient algorithm for obtaining workload allocations of clusters. 
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Chapter 4 
Queueing Theory Application To Scheduling 
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Clusters are increasingly interconnected to form multi-cluster systems, which are becoming 
popular for scientific computation. End-users often submit their applications in the form of 
workflows with certain Quality of Service (QoS) requirements imposed on the workflows. 
These workflows describe the execution of a complex application built from individual ap- 
plication components, which form the workflow tasks. This chapter addresses workload 
allocation techniques for Grid workflows. We model individual clusters as II/: 'II/A- queues 
and obtain a numerical solution for missed deadlines (failures) of tasks of Grid workflows. 
The approach is evaluated through an experimental simulation and results confirm that the 
proposed workload allocation strategy combined with traditional scheduling algorithms 
performs considerably better in terms of satisfying QoS requirements of Grid workflows 
than scheduling algorithms that do not employ such workload allocation techniques. We 
also show experimentally that our workload allocation technique actually outperforms tra- 
ditional scheduling algorithms even when the service time distributions are general. 
4.1 Introduction 
Multi-cluster systems have been studied widely and there is considerable research material 
available [40] [62] [49]. Projects such as EGEE (Enabling Grids for E-Science) [11] aim to 
integrate various national, regional and thematic Grid efforts, in order to create a seamless 
multi-cluster Grid infrastructure for the support of scientific research. It has been shown 
that it is hard to obtain an optimal workload allocation in a distributed and heterogeneous 
system such as Grid [87] [70]. Banawan et al. [76] develop an optimization function for 
allocating workload to resources. However, the solution to the objective function is not 
given and the optimization function is limited to a single cluster only and does not extend 
to distributed systems such as Grid. A workload allocation technique is developed by Tang 
et al. [87], which aims to optimize response times in a heterogeneous cluster. Tang et al. 
obtain both an objective function and its solution. However they assume that each cluster 
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has only one computing node. 
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Using clusters to process jobs with QoS requirements is becoming popular as scientific 
experiments and projects increasingly make use of distributed systems such as Grid to sat- 
isfy their compute-intensive needs [37] [41]. A optimisation framework based on Marko- 
vian packet arrivals and routing times for finding optimal parameters of a network made 
up of routers connected in tandem to achieve certain performance criteria such as mean re- 
sponse time, mean loss rate is given in [31]. Their optimisation problem is a mixed-integer 
non-linear problem that aims at finding optimal parameters of a network based on certain 
fixed parameters as service rate and tuning variable parameters such as loss rate. However 
they assume that network topology remains fixed in a distributed system such as Internet 
or Grid. However they confine their arguments to a fixed network which does not change 
in topology. However in such adhoc systems, routers could fail and topology could change 
constantly. Their optimal mean network delay could be used in modelling communication 
time between workflow tasks in our workflow optimisation problem. 
In a distributed system such as Grid, job scheduling is performed at both global and lo- 
cal level [39] [85]. At global level, workload is distributed to resource clusters and within 
them, the local schedulers dispatch jobs to the underlying resources via a scheduling strat- 
egy. Kao et al. [17] use two homogenous non real time servers to provide a service that 
satisfies the QoS requirements of jobs. However they do not extend their approach to a 
distributed system such as Grid and QoS requirements of jobs are limited only to waiting 
times. Moreover it is assumed by Kao et al. that the waiting time requirements of jobs 
received by a server follow a uniform distribution. Kao et al. also model the server as an 
1'lI/1ll/l queue, which hardly exist 
in real world situations. Zhu et al. extend the work of 
Kao et al. by considering more than two servers that aim to satisfy QoS requirements of 
jobs [84]. The performance of scheduling based on minimising failures to meet waiting 
time requirements (the maximum time a job can wait before execution) of jobs is also eval- 
uated in [84]. However, their work is confined to a single service with ii processing nodes 
only and does not consider a distributed system such as Grid. Zhu et al. also assume that 
the waiting time requirements of jobs received by a server follow a uniform distribution 
and the server is modelled as an , AI/1II1 k queue. We have extended our work in [63] by 
considering a general distribution of deadline requirements of jobs and combined it with 
our previous work on stochastic programming in [68], which is used to compute deadlines 
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of individual workflow tasks [65]. 
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Complex scientific experiments within a Grid are increasingly specified in the form of 
workflows, which detail the composition of distributed resources such as computational de- 
vices, data, applications, and scientific instruments [13]. Users who submit a workflow to 
the Grid will often have constraints on how they wish the workflow to perform. These may 
be described in the form of a Quality of Service (QoS) document which details the level of 
service they require from the Grid. This may include requirements on such things as the 
overall execution time for their workflow; the time at which certain parts of the workflow 
must be completed; cost to the user. In order to determine if these QoS constraints can 
be satisfied it is necessary to store performance information of resources and applications 
within the Grid. Such information could also be performance data for software to be run 
on a computational resource; resource information about speed and reliability, service time 
and arrival rate. Here we see that existing Grid middleware for resource descriptions [86] 
and performance repositories [55] may be used for the storage and retrieval of this data. 
Scheduling within Grid is mainly based on two techniques. Either scheduling is per- 
formed based on real time information such as waiting time in the queue, residual pro- 
cessing time; or on average-based metrics such as service rate, arrival rate. Real time 
information based algorithms generally perform better than average-based strategies [87]. 
However, obtaining real time information from a distributed system such as Grid, leads 
to high overheads. Moreover resources may be distributed geographically, which means 
that obtaining instantaneous information about the states of geographically distributed re- 
sources can lead to substantial delays and consequently to inaccurate scheduling decisions. 
Also, it may not be possible to obtain instantaneous information at any arbitrary point in 
time for some distributed systems. Thus, it is necessary to develop approaches which are 
not dependent on obtaining accurate instantaneous information. The use of average-based 
strategies seems to be an appropriate approach. Average-based scheduling, for jobs based 
on FCFS (First Come First Served) rule in a Grid, consists of two stages. The first stage 
deals with distributing the workload received by a central entity such as a brokering ser- 
vice, which connects several clusters. This process is referred to as workload allocation 
strategy in this chapter. The second stage deals with dispatching jobs to resources un- 
derneath the clusters using appropriate scheduling algorithms [60]. This second stage is 
referred to as job dispatching strategy in this chapter. The workload allocation scheme 
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determines the proportion of workload directed to each cluster, while the job dispatching 
strategy distributes the incoming jobs to cluster resources in a way that satisfies the QoS 
requirements of the jobs. Our work focuses on developing a workload allocation strategy 
x Local Queue Brokering Service 
X 
2X4 3 
Scheduler Scheduler Scheduler Scheduler 
Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 
Cluster I 
Figure 4.1: Grid Model 
which minimises failures of QoS-constrained workflows in a Grid. The Grid is modelled 
as a cluster of clusters (figure 4.1), where jobs in the form of workflows arrive with certain 
QoS requirements imposed on workflows. Relevant Grid components such as performance 
repository, workflow management system and others are not shown in figure 4.1, in order 
to focus on the central topic of this chapter. 
Section 4.2 describes the Grid model (figure 4.1) considered and assumptions held in 
this chapter. Workload allocation strategy in terms of minimising workflow task failures is 
obtained numerically in Section 4.3 and the performance of the workload allocation and 
scheduling strategy is evaluated in Section 4.4. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 
4.5. 
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4.2 The Model 
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We model each cluster as an . 
'II/. MI/A' queue [42]. where A- is the number of computational 
nodes in the cluster. The service rate of a node in cluster i is pi and the arrival rate is , A, . 
Each cluster has its own individual scheduler. Jobs to this scheduler are dispatched via a 
brokering service, which in turn connects different clusters. The brokering service receives 
jobs in the form of workflows, which are composed of individual tasks. When a workflow 
task finishes, further tasks must be started. Hence the brokering service dispatches jobs of 
new and old workflows to appropriate clusters using a workload allocation strategy devel- 
oped in the next section. The jobs are executed in the order they are received. The scheduler 
of a cluster sends jobs to its processing nodes using a scheduling strategy. For simplicity 
we have considered round-robin and random job dispatching only in our experimental eval- 
uation. However this is not a restriction and any other traditional scheduling strategy could 
be used in place. The jobs received by the clusters follow a uniform distribution of dead- 
line requirements, as assumed in [ 17] [84]. Workflows have overall deadline constraints, 
which are explicitly specified by the end-user. There could also be other constraints such 
as cost, reliability, network constraints. A full list of constraints is beyond the scope of this 
chapter. However for simplicity, we keep the QoS requirements of workflows limited to 
overall deadline constraints. Deadlines for individual tasks of workflows are calculated by 
the brokering service using a formula given in the experimental evaluation. We define a 
workflow failure as failure in meeting the overall workflow deadline. Failure in meeting an 
intermediate workflow task deadline is not a workflow failure. We thus minimise workflow 
failures by minimising failures of intermediate workflow tasks. 
4.3 Theoretical Analysis Of Minimisation Of Workflow Task Failures 
In this section we obtain a numerical solution for failure of tasks of Grid workflows in 
a cluster and a non-linear program for computing workload allocation for clusters. The 
solution of the non-linear program is the workload proportion for each cluster. 
4.3.1 Workload allocation based on failure minimisation of workflow tasks 
In this section, a workload allocation strategy using failure of tasks of Grid workflows for a 
cluster is developed. The Grid consists of n clusters, where each cluster is modelled as an 
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'II/M/Ä' queue with infinite customer capacity, meaning the number of jobs that can wait 
in the queue of a cluster are infinite. Therefore a cluster is indeed an AI/. AI/k / ýc queue. 
Cluster has A-; processing nodes, where each processing node has a service rate of p, . 
We 
consider that the brokering service receives jobs with an arrival rate of A, out of which al 
is allocated to its' cluster. Thus the arrival rate can be expressed as the sum of workload 
proportions of clusters, given by equation 4.1. 
n 
ý7Aj 
i=1 1 
(4.1) 
We assume a uniform distribution of deadlines of jobs to be allocated to clusters, as as- 
sumed in [ 17] [84]. This is not a restriction and general distributions could be accommo- 
dated as well, while still keeping the analysis effective. Let the lower and upper bounds of 
deadline of jobs to be allocated to clusters be L and (T respectively. Its PDF (1(t) is given 
by equation 4.2. 
I 
d(t) =U-L urhen L<t< LT. otheruvi. se 0 (4.2) 
Now we can compute expected failures for cluster i using the following integral, given 
by equation 4.3, where Fa ilurf . 5; are workflow task failures for cluster 1'. Equation 4.3 
is an integral that computes a continuous expectation. It computes expected failures for 
an arrival rate of )i. The term 1- Ri (t) is the probability that jobs finish in time greater 
than t and the term d(t) is the pdf of a job requiring t time to finish. The term RZ (t) is 
given by equation 2.19 in chapter 2. Thus the product of the two terms compute a failure 
probability, which when multiplied with Ai yields the expected number of failures. 
U 
Fai/u iP5j = Ai d(t)(1 - Rz(t))dt (4.3) 
L 
Solving the integral, we obtain expected failures for cluster i, given by equation 4.4. 
Fuilur( . s' =1- ! ii + i121t1(hý - Pi) - 
Y2 
Pi 
+( 
1 yi 
+ 
k, - PA)(f P1L _eu, 
U 
ll 
-L ii {(i 
_( 
Y2 
) (( -IjiL(k, -Pi) - -p, 
( (kj-Pj)) 
(4.4) 
U-L 
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In case of arbitrary distribution of deadlines of jobs, the expected failure expression for 
cluster i is given by equation 4.5. 
oc 
Fo liirc. s, = Ai 
P(t)(1 
- 
Ri(t)) 
0 
(4.5) 
Thus total expected failures is the sum of expected failures for all clusters, given by equa- 
Lion 4.6. 
Fui1 u, s= 
Furl ur csi (4.6) 
The objective is to minimise total failures. We can now write the minimisation problem 
represented by equations 4.7 to 4.9. 
11 
u nim se[ý Falluris, ] (4.7) 
i=l 
subject to 
n 
EAj 
=A (4.8) 
i=1 
Vi. 0< Ai <A (4.9) 
The above problem can be solved using appropriate non-linear optimisation techniques. 
We solve it as constrained Lagrange multiplier problem. Consider the functions given in 
equation 4.10 and 4.11. 
F(A1. A2...... A) _ Fail rurF , s, (4.10) 
i=i 
G(Al. >...... ýrý) _ Ai -A=o (4.11 
i-1 
Now employing Lagrange multiplier technique, we have equation 4.12. 
V (F(1\1. ,\ý, ..... \) + cý G(A1. A. )...... A)) =0 (4.1? ) 
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ci is the Lagrange multiplier and the operator V is the partial derivative w. r. t.. A . Therefore 
we have equation 4.13. 
0F 
= -a aaz 
(4.13) 
Clearly failures are an increasing function of )i as response time is an increasing function 
of arrival rate. We present a practically applicable algorithm which aims to find all the 
workload allocations (A j, based on equations 4.7 to 4.9, such that function F is min- 
imised and the real valued function G is satisfied. The workload allocation is called FF 
(Failure Formulae). The technique that we have employed in algorithm 2 is simple inter- 
val splitting to parameter sweeping. We need to find workload allocations such that all the 
partial derivatives are -a and at the same time function G is satisfied. These two settings 
guarantee that we obtain a minimal value for F. However the solution we obtain might be 
a local minima. We need to ensure that we obtain a global minimum. If F is an increasing 
function of arrival rate we are guaranteed a global minima. In this case F clearly is an 
increasing function of the arrival rate. It should be noted that algorithm 2 will work only 
for functions that are increasing over an interval. For functions such as equation 4.14, the 
order of the algorithm becomes 0("( "21 2 )) . 
Otherwise for separable and strictly increas- 
ing function F, time complexity is O(n 1og2 r4 E l°1 09 2E ). The algorithm has 2 while loops 
which perform binary search in the range (l(,, ra) and (0,, \) with tolerance E. The term In is 
the maximum of -o when Xi = 0, whereas r,, is the minimum of -n when )i = A. These 
variables are used to establish the range of -o in which the global minimum of F exists. 
(4.14) 
g(. z, y..: ) =: +y+ ti -5=0 (4.15) 
I, y, o>1 (4.16) 
As such the algorithm is self-explanatory, we briefly provide the explanation. Firstly 
we initialise the left and right values of CL We then split n, until the difference of each ä 
and n becomes less than the tolerance e. 
4.4 Experimental Evaluation 
In this section we present experimental results for the workload allocation and job dispatch- 
ing techniques described in this chapter. The simulation architecture is shown in figure 4.2 
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm to find workload allocation (FF) 
1.1 : Initialise the left value of -(k as 1, = max{ 
äf} for )i = 0. 
1.2 : Initialise the right value of -o as a= min{ 
äf} for Xi = A. 
1.3 : Initialise the left value of Ai as A=0. 
1.4 : Initialise the right value of Ai as Ai = A. 
1.5 : Initialise a very small tolerance value E. 
while TRUE do 
if G<E then 
choose the solution. Stop. 
end if 
2: Compute middle value for -n, in,, = 
1c +ra 
2 
while NOT V (ä f- ins < E) do 
V /fig 
if äT- iii 
3.1 :A 
< -E then 
=)i 
3.2 : Ai = Ai+A-i z 
else if ä - m,, >E then 
3.3: A =A, 
3.4 : A, = ý'+A 2 
end if 
end while 
ifG< -Ethen 
4.1: 1+ 2 
else if G>E then 
4.2 .%_ In +' a 2 
end if 
end while 
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and is very much similar to the one in the previous chapter. Therefore we decide not to give 
a brief description. 
Workflow 
QoS Document 
Workload Generator Class 
End -User 
Registry Class 
(; et states of service/ 
Monitoring Class 
Discover services 
DISCOVERY 
SCHEDIII ER 
Brokering Service ('IaSs 
Store information of 
-, finished jobs 
Performance 
Repository 
Notify finishing of lobs to Broker 
Get Jobs from Broker 
Send service registration 
Information to Registry 
Monitoring Service stores 
service state information 
Cluster ('lass 
Dispatch Jobs / 
Notify finishing 
Resource Class 
4.4.1 Setup 
Figure 4.2: Simulation Architecture 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarise the experimental setup. The inter-arrival and service time 
distributions of workflow tasks follow exponential distributions and therefore their CV is 
1. We have performed 3 simulations, the first with workflow type 1, second with workflow 
type 2 and in the third simulation, workload is made heterogeneous. The workflows exper- 
imented with are shown in figure 3.3. Workflow type 1 is quite simple compared to type 
?, which is a real scientific workflow. In the first two simulations, the workflows are all 
similar but having different overall workflow deadlines. In the third simulation, workload 
is made heterogeneous (HW), meaning any of the three workflows shown as heterogeneous 
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Table 4.1: Clusters setup 
Cluster Machines (Simulation 1/3) Machines (Simulation 2) Avg. Speed (MIPS) 
1 6 3 14000 
2 6 3 10000 
3 6 3 5000 
4 6 3 3000 
Table 4.2: Experimental parameters 
Simulation 1 2 3 
Arrival Rate (A) (per sec) 1.5-10 0.1-2.0 1.5-3.6 
Task Mean (µ) (sec) 3-12 3-10 3-12 
Task CV = a/µ 0.2-2.0 0.2-1.4 0.2-2.0 
Workflows Type 1 Type 2 heterogeneous Workload (HW) 
Workflow deadline (deadlirzc1j, ) (sec) 40-60 80-100 40-60 
workload, in figure 3.3 could be submitted. Apart from that, the workflows have different 
overall workflow deadlines. Cluster setups for different simulations are shown in table 4.1. 
Initially 500 jobs allow the system to reach steady state, the next 1000 jobs are used for cal- 
culating statistics such as mean execution time of a workflow, mean workflow failures and 
mean utilisation of a cluster. The last 500 jobs mark the ending period of the simulation. 
The simulation is developed on top of simjava 2 [33], a discrete event simulation package. 
The Grid size is kept small in order to get an asymptotic behaviour of workflow failures, 
as arrival rates (A) of workflows are increased. Deadlines of individual tasks of work- 
flows are calculated using equation 4.17. We compute deadlines in a way such that 95% 
of jobs would execute in time under the calculated deadline. Equation 4.18 is the cumula- 
tive density function of execution time distribution associated with a workflow task. Such 
bounds or confidence intervals on the execution time can be computed using various tech- 
niques such as Chebyshev inequality [48], Monte Carlo approach [58] and Central Limit 
Theorem [48] or by performing finite integration, if the underlying execution time PDFs 
are available in analytical forms. Deadline calculation takes care of all possible execution 
paths in a workflow. dcadb, u w- is the overall workflow deadline for any possible path in 
a workflow, as shown in table 4.2. We provide an example for the first task of workflow 2 
in figure 3.3. The _j variables 
in the equation 4.17 are the execution time distributions of 
the it' workflow task. Mean of the execution time (p) is specified in table 4.2 with respect 
to a reference machine. Equation 4.17 is scaled with reference to df adi, ru it-, as it is for 
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the first task of the workflow. The distribution generated by computing deadlines of jobs of 
different workflows is assumed to be uniform as represented by equation 4.2. Subsequent 
workflow tasks' deadlines are scaled with reference to the remaining workflow deadline. 
deadlines = 
Xi 
deadline11- (4.17) X1 + X2 + X3 + X4 +X5 
P(0<. r< X, )=0.95 (4.18) 
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Figure 4.3: Failures vs A (Simulation 1, Exponential Service Times) 
4.4.2 Results 
The job dispatching strategies used with our workload allocation scheme (FF - Failure For- 
mulae) are round-robin (RR) and random scheduling (RANDOM). These two scheduling 
strategies are compared with global weighted round-robin (GWRR) and real time informa- 
tion based least-loaded scheduling (RTLL). The GWRR scheme calculates the proportion 
of workload based on the total processing capacity of each cluster using equation 4.19. 
Hence, higher the total processing power, higher the workload proportion for the cluster. 
kipiA Ai 
-En ýi=1 ý'iýýi (4.19) 
The least-loaded scheme selects those cluster nodes which can satisfy the deadlines 
of jobs. The workflows do not have any slack period, meaning that they are scheduled 
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without any delay as soon as they are submitted. It should be noted that the RTLL scheme 
is provided as benchmark only so as to evaluate the performance of our workload allocation 
scheme. The GWRR scheme can be viewed as a naive version of the workload allocation 
scheme using round-robin as the scheduling strategy. Therefore the real comparison of 
our workload allocation scheme is with the global weighted allocation scheme. The main 
comparison metrics between the schemes are mean execution time of workflows, workflow 
failures and utilisation of clusters as we increase A and CV. However we will keep our 
discussion limited to failures as the main comparison between the schemes is their ability 
to satisfy QoS requirements. 
4.4.3 Effect of arrival rate and workload nature 
Referring to figure 4.3, for low arrival rates, FFRR performs similar to RTLL. However its 
performance compared to RTLL drops as A increases. However FFRR and FFRANDOM 
schemes significantly outperform GWRR. This trends continues, but the advantage gets 
reducing as arrival rates increase. This can be explained as follows. When arrival rates 
increase, more work needs to be scheduled in the same amount of time as available previ- 
ously and average response time is an increasing function of arrival rate, as is evident from 
equation 4.4 in section 4.3. Hence failures due to missing deadline assignments increase 
and as a consequence workflow failures increase. For both low and high CVs, at low arrival 
rates, FFRR performs similar to RTLL. Referring to figures 4.4, for low arrival rates, FFRR 
performs similar to RTLL. However its advantage over GWRR is significant. Referring to 
figure 4.5, the situation is similar to the above cases. Hence heterogeneous workload does 
not change the behaviour of the schemes. 
4.4.4 Effect of bursty arrivals 
Referring to figures 4.6,4.7 and 4.8 we see that failures rise at a very low rate as CV 
of arrival rate is increased. When the CV of inter-arrival time distribution is less than 1 
we have used 2-phase hypo-exponential distribution and when greater than 1 we have used 
? -phase hyper-exponential distribution with weighting factor as 0.5. Hence failures do not 
increase to a significant extent in the face of bursty arrivals. The scheduling scheme that 
we have used with our workload allocation scheme FF is round-robin. 
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4.4.5 Effect of CV of execution time of workflow tasks with general service time 
distributions 
We have next performed simulations by relaxing the Markovian assumption of service time 
distributions and allowing general service time distributions of workflow tasks. Under this 
setup everything except service time distributions of workflow tasks is similar to the previ- 
ous simulation setup. Service time distributions are made general (bounded Pareto distribu- 
tion) and CV is varied according to the range specified in table 4.2. We compute deadlines 
of workflow tasks in the same way we did before but instead plug-in the CV of workflow 
tasks as specified in table 4.2. However the arrival process is still exponential. Hence each 
cluster is a M/G//- queue. Under this setup, we have again performed 3 simulations in a 
similar way to the previous setup. We compare workflow failures as coefficient of variation 
(CV) of workflow task execution time is increased. 
Referring to figures 4.9 to 4.14, we obtain an improvement over GWRR combining 
our workload allocation scheme FF with RR and RANDOM scheduling strategies. For 
both low and high CVs of execution time of jobs, the nature of graphs are similar, however 
failures generally increase as CV increases. This is because as CV is increased the exe- 
cution of a workflow task becomes less predictable and tends to finish near their assigned 
deadlines (equation 4.17) or even fail to meet them. 
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In case of heterogeneous workload, the graphs climb more steeply compared to the 
case of type 1 workflow. In all cases FFRR significantly outperforms GWRR. In case 
of workflow type 1, failures actually drop when CV is increased at high arrival rate for 
FFRANDOM strategy. This is because of the the RANDOM scheduling strategy. It may 
be the case that the assignment of jobs to cluster resources might have been poor and hence 
jobs might still be scheduled to busy resources, therefore leading to more jobs failing to 
meet their deadlines. 
Results show that the variability of execution time of a workflow task does not signif- 
icantly affect the nature of graphs for different schemes. This is due to the fact that as 
CV of execution time of workflow tasks is increased, failures increase. Moreover deadline 
calculation is common for both FF and RTLL. However advantage of a particular scheme 
over others reduce as failures reach limiting values asymptotically. 
4.5 Summary 
The workload allocation strategy is developed numerically. We provided a polynomial 
time, practically applicable algorithm. The scheduling schemes combined with workload 
allocation strategy are also evaluated through experimental simulation. Results confirm 
that workload allocation strategy combined with scheduling algorithms perform consid- 
erably better than the algorithms that do not use these strategies. When the arrival rates 
are low, the workload allocation technique combined with traditional scheduling strategies 
perform similar compared to scheduling algorithms based on real time performance in- 
formation. We have experimented with different workflows and simulation results confirm 
that workflow nature and heterogeneous workload do not affect the nature of graphs for dif- 
ferent workload allocation schemes. Therefore we conclude that workflow and workload 
nature do not change the performance of the schemes notably. 
With general service time distributions of workflow tasks we obtain more failures com- 
pared to the exponential service time distributions of workflow tasks, but more importantly 
our workload allocation strategy performs better than GWRR. In theory our workload allo- 
cation strategy embeds response time function of Markovian systems, but combined with 
scheduling algorithms still performs better compared to GWRR. Hence we conclude that 
execution time variability does not change the performance of schemes significantly for 
both low are high arrival rates. 
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In chapter 5 we model individual cluster resources as GIG/1 queues and solve an 
optimisation problem that minimises QoS requirement violation, provides QoS guaran- 
tee and outperforms reservation based scheduling algorithms. The approach is evaluated 
through an experimental simulation and results confirm that the proposed workload allo- 
cation strategies combined with traditional scheduling algorithms performs considerably 
better in terms of satisfying QoS requirements of Grid workflows than scheduling algo- 
rithms that do not employ such workload allocation techniques. 
The main difference between the workload allocation strategy in this chapter and next 
chapter is the way workload allocation is performed. In this chapter workload allocation 
strategy is followed by job dispatching scheme. Moreover this chapter focuses on allocat- 
ing a chunk of workload and not assigning individual workflow tasks to cluster resources, 
whereas the next chapter aims at assigning individual workflow tasks to cluster resources. 
Hence scheduling is performed directly as the optimisation problem directly yields the 
mapping of workflow tasks to cluster resources. However it still uses average based met- 
rics to perform scheduling. Moreover the whole modelling is different. In this chapter the 
entire cluster is modelled as AMI/A' queue whereas in the next chapter each individual 
cluster resource is modelled as GIG/ 1 queue. 
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Chapter 5 
General Modelling Techniques For Workload Allocation 
77 
We model a resource within a cluster as a GIG/1 queue and minimise failures (QoS re- 
quirement violation) of jobs by solving a mixed-integer non-linear program (MINLP). The 
novel approach is evaluated through an experimental simulation and the results confirm 
that the proposed workload allocation strategy not only provides QoS guarantees but also 
performs considerably better in terms of satisfying QoS requirements of Grid workflows 
than reservation-based scheduling algorithms. 
In this work we have used general modelling techniques for resources underneath the 
clusters. We overcome a conservative assumption that inter-arrival and service time dis- 
tribution are exponential (Markovian) made in [17], [84], [46] and [63]. However due 
to modelling resources as GIG/1 queues, we cannot obtain an analytical expression for 
expected failures. 
We focus on developing a workload allocation strategy which minimises failures of 
jobs (tasks) of workflows with QoS requirements whilst providing QoS guarantee in a 
multi-cluster Grid. Here like chapter 3 we aim at providing 95`X guarantee. 
Section 5.1 develops the workload allocation problem as defined in chapter 4 by mod- 
elling cluster resources as GIG/1 queues. However in this chapter the workload alloca- 
tion problem directly yields the mapping of workflow tasks to cluster resources. Section 
5.2 performs experimental evaluation of the proposed MINLP based scheduling technique 
while section 5.3 summarises the conclusions. 
5.1 MINLP For Minimisation Of Job Failures 
In this section we obtain a MINLP which minimises failures of jobs received by cluster 
resources. The MINLP obtains as solutions, the workload allocation and the job assign- 
ments for cluster resources. In mathematics, non-linear programming (NLP) is the process 
of solving a system of equalities and inequalities over a set of unknown real variables, 
along with an objective function to be maximized or minimized. The objective function 
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Tnh1P 51" MTNI. P Parameter' 
Symbol Function 
n Number of clusters 
Ali Number of resources in cluster i 
Rid Response time of resource j of cluster i 
for workload of )ij 
2j Cost per second of resource j of cluster i 
dy Deadline allocation of a workflow task y 
ey Cost allocation of workflow task y 
J icy Binary selection variable associated 
with workflow task y to be executed 
on resource j of cluster i 
A Workload received by the brokering service 
AZT Workload allocation to resource jj of 
cluster i 
11iß Service rate of resource j 
of cluster i 
zy, ýy Penalty variable associated with deadline, cost 
for workflow task y 
and the functions associated with the unknown variables in the constraints may be non- 
linear in a NLP. If the unknown variables are all required to be integers, then the problem 
is called a non-linear integer programming (NLIP) problem. If only some of the unknown 
variables are required to be integers, then the problem is called a mixed-integer non-linear 
programming (MINLP) problem. These are generally NP-hard. MINLPs can be solved 
using advanced algorithms such as branch and bound, outer approximation, generalised 
Benders decomposition. Our workload allocation problem turns out to be a mixed-integer 
non-linear program which is developed in the next section. We provide table 5.1 as a quick 
reference to the parameters of the MINLP. 
5.1.1 Workload allocation and job assignment based on failure minimisation of jobs 
In this section, a workload allocation strategy using minimisation of failures of workflow 
tasks, using a MINLP is developed. The Grid consists of n clusters with ith cluster having 
X, resources. We model each resource in a cluster in a novel way as a G/G/l queue with 
infinite customer capacity, meaning the number of jobs that can wait in the queue of a 
resource is infinite. Therefore a resource is indeed a G/G/ l/x queue. Service rate of a 
resource is pc; j. We consider that the brokering service receives jobs, with an arrival rate 
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of A, out of which, Aij is allocated to J, th resource of cluster i. The number of jobs that 
need to be scheduled is J. Thus the arrival rate can be expressed as the sum of workload 
proportions of resources, given by equation 5.1. 
n NZ 
E ýi=1 
j=1 
(5.1) 
We develop the two main constraints namely deadline and cost constraints one by one. 
Finally we model the objective function of the MINLP. It should be noted that failure in 
meeting the cost or deadline of a workflow is termed as workflow failure. Failure to meet 
assigned deadlines or costs of workflow tasks is not a workflow failure. 
9 Deadline Constraint 
The workload proportion allocated to resource j of cluster i is Aid . 
We can write the 
expected average response time Rid [42] of resource j of cluster i for workload A;,, 
given by equation 5.2. The waiting time in equation 5.3 is calculated based on the 
parameters of the resource, whereas the service time parameter is calculated based 
on equation 5.19, as shown in the experimental evaluation section. The. Serz'ice t/me 
is the upper bound of the 95th confidence interval of the expected execution time of 
workflow task on resource j of cluster i. IiJ is the waiting time in the queue, the 
best known upper bound for which is given by equation 5.3. The terms a ij (A) and 
a ij (S) are the variances of the inter-arrival times and service times of resource j of 
cluster i respectively. Here 11i.. may accommodate more than 95V of the waiting 
time distribution of resource j of cluster i. 
Rij = UU'ij + . service time (5.2) 
2 (A) + 07? (S) 11'13 
2(1 -A 
(5.3) 
µzß) 
Expected average response time must be less than the deadline allocation of job as- 
signed to resource j of cluster 1'. We can now write the following deadline constraint, 
given by equation 5.4. 
(Rij - dy). r, tjy <_ 0 (5.4) 
The following equality constraints, given by equation 5.5 must also be met. These 
constraints take care of assigning a job to one and only one Grid service. At the same 
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time they also take care of assigning every job. The binary variable xijv is 1 if job y 
is selected to be executed on resource j of cluster i, else it is 0. Equation 5.6 ensures 
that the queue remains stable. 
n N, 
dy. E ýý, 
-rijy =1 (5.5) 
i=1 j=1 
Vi, J, )ij < /(, j (5.6) 
9 Cost Constraint 
The cost constraint is similar to deadline constraint, given by equation 5.7. Expected 
average cost must be less than the allocated cost of a job assigned to resource j of 
cluster 1. 
(c 
1Ri1 - Pzy). Xjjy <0 (5.7) 
The objective is to minimise total failures, i. e. to minimise the number of jobs failing to 
meet their QoS allocations. The constraints take care of workload allocation and job as- 
signments. However these constraints may fail, thus making an infeasible program. Thus 
to allow for that we introduce a penalty term (hT z) in the objective. We wish to minimise 
the penalty and in turn minimise failures. We introduce extra variables (z), one per inequal- 
ity constraint, that make the constraints feasible at all times. These variables account for 
the penalty incurred in failing to meet the QoS requirements. The coefficient vector (h") 
of these variables is present in the objective of the MINLP. The values of this vector are 
the inverse of the terms (I and (y present in the LHS of deadline, cost and reliability con- 
straints. We can now write the minimisation problem (MINLP) represented by equations 
5.8 to 5.16. 
mlft1111., f ý1TZ (5.8) 
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subject to 
V i. Rj - d)r < -d (5.9) i. y 
d 1. ý. y. CijRi7 - ey ,, iJ. y < -C (5.10) - -iy 
by. I "ijy =1 (5.11) 
i=1 j=1 
V. j. )ij < IJU (5.12) 
Aij = (5.13) 
i=1 j=1 
0< Aij <A (5.14) 
VI. J, y. rijy E {0,1} (5.15) 
Vi, y, y, oy >0 (5.16) 
The above MINLP can be solved by using appropriate non-linear optimisation software. 
We use CPLEX, an industrial quality optimisation software by ILOG to solve the MINLP. 
MINLPs are NP-hard problems because apart from being non-linear, they also fall under 
combinatorial optimisation problems. 
We next show that average utilisation drops in case of reservation-based scheduling 
approach, which results in less jobs being scheduled, which in turn implies higher average 
response times. Consider the jobs with reservations slots on a cluster resource as indicated 
in figure 5.1. The probabilities pi to p4 denote the probabilities of consuming the entire 
reserved slot for respective jobs. Hence pi is the probability of using the entire reserved 
slot I? c, ' r ra tt on 1. Thus probability of utilising the complete slot until time t is 
P(complete utilisation) =p= pi * p2 * p3 * p4 (5.17) 
Thus probability of incomplete utilisation is 
P(iucoýntýIEtF utili'satiou) =1-p (5.18) 
Thus expected utilisation is t(1 - p), whereas in case of queueing approach the average 
utilisation is t(1 - p) + tpq, where q is the probability of filling the remaining of the 
time slot t with subsequent jobs. This is because t(1 - p) would have got utilised in case 
of queueing approach by the same number of jobs scheduled through reservation based 
scheduling. On top of that the remaining slot tp could be filled with subsequent jobs with 
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probability q. Therefore the lower bound of utilisation in queueing approach is the upper 
bound of utilisation in reservation based scheduling approach. Hence reservation-based 
schemes tend to make less use of resources and thus ability of satisfying QoS requirements 
of jobs is also less than the queueing-based approach. 
5.2 Experimental Evaluation 
We have compared the performance based on workflow failures of the schemes in [64] 
and reservation based algorithms in this chapter. The experimental setting is similar to the 
one in chapter 4. The general service time distributions of workflow tasks are modelled as 
Bounded Pareto distributions whereas the inter-arrival time distribution is kept exponential. 
Deadline and cost allocations for workflow tasks for the MINLP based scheme are done in 
a similar fashion to the one shown in chapter 4. Table 5.2 summarise the experimental 
setup. We compare our MINLP based scheme with two traditional scheduling strategies 
based on reservations. The schemes are static reservations (SR) and dynamic reservations 
(DR) based schedulers [78]. The reservations are back-filling enabled, meaning part of 
the reserved slot is returned to the pool of free slots if the execution completes before the 
reserved deadline. The static reservation scheduler makes reservations on cluster resources 
for all tasks within the workflow at the same time. It queries for reservation slot calculated 
based on equation 5.19, in which the parameter is the number of standard deviations 
required to get the upper bound of the 95th confidence interval. Chebyshev inequality is 
used to compute the upper bound. If all slots succeed within the allowed time and cost 
limit of the workflow, the scheduling operation is a success. In case of dynamic reservation 
scheduler, the scheduler obtains reservation slots when the workflow task is required to be 
scheduled. The MINLP based scheme also schedules workflow tasks in a dynamic way, 
however the MINLP based scheme schedules a collection of tasks of different workflows 
based on the MINLP developed in the previous section. 
'erL'icf time - 
(p + ka-) 
(5.19) 
., t)F((I of re . ýourcc 
P(0 <x< , (rz'ic( tune) = 0.95 (5.20) 
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Table 5.2: Simulation Summary 
Simulation 1 2 3 
Mean A (per sec) 1.5-10 0.1-2.0 1.5-3.6 
CV A 0.1-2.0 0.1-2.0 0.1-2.0 
Task Mean (/i) (kMI) 7.5-35 10-30 7.5-35 
Task CV = a/µ 0.2-2.0 0.2-1.4 0.2-2.0 
Cost per sec 0.07-0.7 0.07-0.7 0.07-0.7 
Workflows Type 1 Type 2 HW 
Workflow deadline (sec) 40-60 80-100 40-60 
Workflow Cost 1 -5 1-5 1 -5 
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Figure 5.2: Failures vs A, CV = 0.2 (Simulation 1) 
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Figure 5.3: Failures vs A, CV = 1.8 (Simulation 1) 
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Figure 5.4: Failures vs A, CV = 0.2 (Simulation 2) 
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Figure 5.7: Failures vs A, CV = 1.8 (Simulation 3) 
5.2.1 Effect of arrival rate and workload nature 
Referring to figures 5.2 and 5.3, for both low and high arrival rates, the MINLP based 
scheme performs significantly better than SR and DR. However its performance compared 
to the reservation based schemes drops as A increases. This trends continues, but the advan- 
tage gets reducing as arrival rates increase. This can be explained as follows. When arrival 
rates increase, more work needs to be scheduled in the same amount of time available pre- 
viously and the average response time and costs are increasing functions of arrival rate, 
as is evident from equation 5.2 in section 5.1.1. Hence failures due to missing deadline 
and cost assignments increase and as a consequence workflow failures increase. Referring 
to figures 5.4 and 5.5, for low arrival rates, FF performs significantly better than the other 
schemes. Referring to figures 5.6 and 5.7, the situation is similar to the above cases. Hence 
heterogeneous workload does not change the behaviour of the schemes. 
5.2.2 Effect of CV of execution time of workflow tasks 
For both low and high CVs of execution time of jobs, the nature of graphs are similar, 
however failures increase as CV increases. In case of heterogeneous workload, the graphs 
climb more steeply compared to the case of type 1 workflow. In all cases FF significantly 
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outperforms SR and DR. This shows that the variability of execution time does not signifi- 
cantly affect the nature of graphs for different schemes. However advantage of a particular 
scheme over others reduces as failures reach limiting values asymptotically. As CV is in- 
creased, failures increase because workflow jobs take longer time to execute and thus tend 
to complete near their assigned deadlines or even fail to meet their deadlines. Moreover 
they also may fail to meet their assigned costs. 
5.3 Summary 
The effectiveness of the MINLP based scheme is evaluated in this chapter. For both low 
and high arrival rates of jobs, the workload allocation technique performs significantly 
better compared to reservation based schedulers. Results confirm the theoretical proof that 
queueing formulation increases utilisation as opposed to reservation based mechanisms. At 
the same time the technique provides the QoS guarantee as well just as reservation based 
schedulers provide. 
Workflow and workload nature also do not change the performance of the scheme no- 
tably. Moreover execution time variability does not change the performance of the work- 
load allocation strategy significantly for both low are high arrival rates. The queueing 
formulation allows us to get rid of advanced reservations. Moreover its performance over 
reservation based schedulers is significant at low and high arrival rates and CV of execution 
of workflow tasks. 
In chapter 6 we develop a novel method for Grid brokers that aims at maximising profit 
whilst satisfying end-user needs with a sufficient guarantee in a volatile utility Grid. We 
develop a develop a 2-stage stochastic MILP which is capable of dealing with the volatile 
nature of the Grid and obtaining cost bounds that ensure that end-user cost is minimised 
or satisfied and broker's profit is maximised with sufficient guarantee. Chapter 3 has a 
similar model to chapter 6 in order to solve the workflow scheduling problem. However 
chapter 6 focuses on economic aspects and the developed algorithm aims at obtaining cost 
bounds for a workflow in order to meet end-user QoS requirements. Algorithm in chapter 
3 is a simplified version of the algorithm developed in the next chapter and solely aims at 
scheduling workflows with a stochastic programming. 
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Chapter 6 
Profitable Brokering 
88 
Service-oriented Grid is quickly shaping towards a utility market with players such as end- 
users, brokers and service providers co-operatively working together. End-users wish to 
use functionality of Grid services by paying the minimum possible price or price confined 
within a specified budget, brokers aim to maximise profit whilst satisfying end-user needs 
and resisting the uncertainty that prevails within a Grid and service providers aim to de- 
velop price models based on end-user demands that will maximise their profit. We develop 
a novel method for Grid brokers that aims at maximising profit whilst satisfying end-user 
needs with a sufficient guarantee in a volatile utility Grid. We propose in this chapter an ap- 
proach for generating constraint equations describing the workflow, the Quality of Service 
(QoS) requirements and the state of the Grid. This set of equations may be solved using 
Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP), which is the traditional method. We further 
develop a novel 2-stage stochastic MILP which is capable of dealing with the volatile na- 
ture of the Grid and obtaining cost bounds that ensure that end-user cost is minimised or 
satisfied and broker's profit is maximised with sufficient guarantee. These bounds help 
brokers know beforehand whether the budget limits of end-users can be satisfied and if not 
then obtain appropriate future leases from service providers. Experimental results confirm 
the efficacy of our approach. 
6.1 Introduction 
Numerous economic models including microeconomic and macroeconomic principles for 
resource management have been proposed in the literature [12] [50] [69]. These include 
models such as commodity market models, posted price models, bargaining models, monopoly, 
oligopoly. In an economic-based Grid computing environment, resource management sys- 
tems need to provide mechanisms and tools that allow end-users and service providers 
to specify their requirements and achieve their goals. End-users need a utility model - 
how they demand resources and their preference parameters, and a brokering service that 
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supports service discovery and strategies for dynamically scheduling applications on dis- 
tributed resources at runtime depending on their availability, capability, cost along with 
end-user QoS requirements. Service providers need tools and mechanisms that support 
price specification and generation schemes to increase system utilization, and protocols 
that support service publication, trading, and accounting. 
Buyya et al. [69] propose a Grid Architecture for Computational Economy (GRACE) 
considering a generic way to map economic models into a distributed system architecture. 
The Grid resource broker (Nimrod-G) supports deadline and budget based scheduling of 
Grid resources. However no QoS guarantee is provided by the Grid resource broker. 
Various economic models are proposed in literature which include commodity market 
Model (service providers specify the service price and charge end-users according to the 
amount of service they utilise), posted price model (similar to commodity market model ex- 
cept that there are special offers for services from time to time in order to increase demand), 
bargain model (service providers offer their resources at a mutually agreed price) 
In addition to these economic models, different pricing schemes apply on the markets, 
such as flat price model (once the price is established it remains unchanged for a certain 
period of time), demand and supply based (prices change as supply and demand change). 
Some of these economic models and pricing schemes have already been used in different 
Grid projects to demonstrate their applicability in a Grid economy. Buyya et. al. [69] and 
Wolski et. al. [71] [72] examine the use of supply and demand-based economic models for 
the purpose of pricing and allocating resources to the consumers of grid services. The Grid 
services have a price based on the demand, supply, and value in the Grid economy. 
Members of the Global Grid Forum GESA working group [75] are involved in the 
process of defining the protocols and service interfaces needed to support a variety of eco- 
nomic models for the charging of Grid Services using OGSA. This effort is concentrated 
on developing an infrastructure to enable the trading of Grid services, as well as defining 
additional service data and ports needed to describe an economic Grid service. Grid bro- 
kers need to obtain necessary leases from service providers at a cost in order to satisfy 
end-user requirements. England et al. [24] solve this leasing problem through Dynamic 
Programming approach. 
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 describes the motiva- 
tion behind our research. In Section 6.3 we describe our model for the utility Grid. Section 
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6.4 describes the deterministic version of the MILP, followed by a description of the 2-stage 
stochastic programming approach and an algorithm for estimating end-user workflow costs 
in Section 6.5. In Section 6.6, we illustrate how our approach performs through simulation, 
before concluding in Section 6.7. 
6.2 Motivation 
Grid is constantly shaping towards a market where different players such as service providers, 
end-users and brokers co-operatively participate with a common objective of maximising 
profit whilst achieving their tasks. End-users specify resource requirements and perfor- 
mance constraints along with a certain budget. They need brokers that provide strategies 
for choosing appropriate resources and dynamically adapt to changes in resource availabil- 
ity at runtime to meet their requirements. Service providers need mechanisms for price 
generation schemes to increase system utilization and protocols that help them offer com- 
petitive services. Hence continuous changes in service demands along with uncertain ex- 
ecution times of services make the Grid volatile. Brokers have to make profit whilst sat- 
isfying end-users' constraints and paying appropriate costs to service providers based on 
the previously described economic models. If the broker can predict costs for end-users' 
QoS requirements beforehand, it helps to maximise his profit because he can maximise the 
throughput of his current leases and decide early for obtaining appropriate future leases 
from service providers, if end-users' needs cannot be met. The lease is a usage contract 
between brokers and service providers. There could be several models for lease contracts 
based on the previously described economic models. We do not delve into the details of ob- 
taining appropriate lease contracts, instead focus on deriving cost bounds that ensure with 
a sufficient (large enough) guarantee that end-users' QoS requirements are satisfied and 
broker's profit is maximised. In our case we provide an example with 95% guarantee. For 
the rest of the chapter sufficient implies 95% guarantee. However this is not a restriction 
and guarantees closer to 100% could also be provided. 
6.3 The Model 
In this section we give a brief description about end-user workflow, and the services within 
our model of the Grid (see Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1: Utility Grid Model. 
Workflows: Users of the Grid seek to use combinations of Grid services to perform the 
required tasks. This can be seen as a set of services with a workflow document describing 
how these services should be combined. Workflows may be abstract in nature, in which 
case the ultimate selection of concrete implementations and resources to use has not hccii 
finalised. Once the implementations and resources to use are determined, the workflow 
becomes concrete. Users who submit a workflow to the Grid will often have constraints on 
how they wish the workflow to perform. These may be described in the form of a Quality of 
Service (QoS) document which details the level of service they require from the Grid. This 
may include requirements on such things as the overall execution time for their workflow; 
the time at which certain parts of the workflow must be completed; the cost of using services 
within the Grid to complete the workflow. The services namely running software services, 
packaged code services and execution services, as shown in figure 6.1, can be matched to 
abstract services specified in the workflows. Costs of using these services could be payed 
by a payment service [23]. 
Running Software Service: The owner of a running software service may wish to 
expose this themselves to the Grid and provide both computational resources and software. 
Running software service providers have a fixed location of their service and charge end- 
users based on metered usage or subscription [35]. In our model these services exhibit a 
queueing behaviour. For simplicity we have kept the model of these services limited to a 
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single thread only, meaning only one thread is available at any instant for processing a job 
waiting in the queue. However this is not a restriction and other models such as multiple 
threading model can also be used in place. 
Packaged Code Service: The owner of a software service may not have the ability to 
provide computational resources for their software. Therefore they make it available for 
other third parties to execute as packaged service. We are investigating this approach to 
software availability [36]. 
Execution service: These services are computing resources on which packaged code 
services can be deployed and executed. In our model, executions on these services take 
place only after making a reservation. 
Brokering service: End-users construct and submit abstract workflows to a brokering 
service [69]. They specify certain QoS constraints such as execution runtime and price 
along with the submission. The brokering service facilitates the transformation of an ab- 
stract workflow to a more concrete workflow through the discovery of existing services 
and performing scheduling. Discovery service finds services implementing a particular 
interface matching an abstract service, as defined in the workflow. As the abstract ser- 
vice descriptions that make up the abstract workflow only describe the meaning of what 
should be carried out, the first task of the discovery service is to match these abstract mean- 
ings with their implementations. Here we see that existing technologies such as RDF [8], 
OWL [ 18] may be used to describe Grid services. There may be many Grid services such 
as running software services, packaged code services and execution services matching any 
given abstract service meaning. Once the services are known, the scheduling service can 
obtain a concrete mapping for abstract services. The scheduling service obtains solutions 
in a way that satisfies QoS constraints for the entire lifetime of a workflow with sufficient 
guarantee. The scheduling decision depends on various information such as performance 
data of software services, stochastic parameters such as waiting times, reservation lists. 
Monitoring Service: Monitoring service takes care of collecting periodic information 
of the states of Grid services from their respective management services. This service can 
be queried by the scheduling service in order to obtain estimates of various parameters 
such as queue length, waiting times, reservation list in order to make accurate scheduling 
decisions. We assume here that negligible time is spent by the scheduling service to obtain 
information about Grid services from the monitoring service. 
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Performance Repository: Performance repository stores historical performance data 
of Grid services. The brokering service takes care of logging performance information 
of services. When the service completes its execution, the brokering service records its 
execution profile and stores in a performance repository [55]. The scheduling service can 
then interrogate performance information in order to obtain estimates on the execution 
times for services matching the abstract services. 
This work focuses on Grid brokers who mediate between end-users and service providers. 
The main contribution is the novel approach for obtaining cost bounds that ensure that bro- 
ker's profit is maximised while end user workflow cost is minimised and other QoS con- 
straints are satisfied with sufficient guarantee. These bounds help the broker to maximise 
the throughput of his current leases and decide early for obtaining appropriate future leases 
from service providers, if the QoS requirements of end-users cannot be satisfied. We also 
present an algorithm that obtains these bounds in a volatile Grid. 
6.4 Our Approach 
In mathematics, linear programming (LP) problems are optimisation problems in which the 
objective function and the constraints are all linear. Linear programming is an important 
field of optimisation for several reasons. Many practical problems in operations research 
can be expressed as linear programming problems. Certain special cases of linear program- 
ming, such as network flow problems and multi-commodity flow problems are considered 
important enough to have generated much research on specialized algorithms for their solu- 
tion. If the unknown variables are all required to be integers, then the problem is called an 
integer programming (IP) or integer linear programming (ILP) problem. In contrast to lin- 
ear programming, which can be solved efficiently in the worst case, integer programming 
problems are in the worst case undecidable, and in many practical situations (those with 
bounded variables) NP-hard. If only some of the unknown variables are required to be in- 
tegers, then the problem is called a mixed-integer programming (MIP) problem. These are 
generally also NP-hard. Advanced algorithms for solving integer linear programs include 
branch and bound, branch and cut and branch and price. Our Grid workflow scheduling 
problem turns out to be a mixed-integer linear program which is listed next. This is be- 
cause the mapping of abstract workflow services to actual Grid services is an assignment 
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Table 6.1: Workflow Scheduling Program Symbols 
Symbol Name 
Ai Abstract service i 
Rr Running software service r 
EA. Execution service A- 
(1ir, cir, . xir Expected time, cost and binary selection 
variable associated with rth 
running service matching Ai 
bi, A,, diA, Yis/ Expected time, cost and binary 
selection variable associated with 
8th packaged code service 
matching AZ to run on Eh, 
t/rneQas Time limit for workflow completion 
deadlines Time limit expectation for Ai completion 
IA I Number of abstract services 
j ai l Number of running software service 
matching A, 
bi l Number of packaged code service 
matching Ai 
ci Number of execution services 
suitable for AZ 
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or a combinatorial problem. Scheduling an abstract service via advanced reservation re- 
quires a time slot to be bound. Since time is continuous, the problem involves both discrete 
and continuous variables. We provide 6.1 as a quick reference to the parameters used in 
the MILP. 
6.4.1 Deterministic Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP) 
Before presenting our 2-stage stochastic mixed-integer linear program we first present the 
deterministic MILP program. The program is mixed-integer as it contains both real (con- 
tinuous) and integer variables (unknowns). The MILP consists of an objective which we 
wish to minimise along with several constraints which need to be satisfied. The objective 
here is to minimise the overall workflow cost: 
Cot =iii mr. SF {0 + 02] (6.1) 
Al 1(1, l --V Ibil leil 
O1 = ('ir l it 
O, 
-) 
(6.2) 
ri ti k 
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01 is the cost of using running software services while 02 is the cost of using packaged 
code services deployed on execution services. 
We have identified the following constraints. 
" Selection Constraint: 
lad Jbil le, l 
d2, E. Ti, +E 
"yisk 
=1 (6.3) 
rs 
. zir E {0,1}, Yisk E {0,1} (6.4) 
Equation (6.3) takes care of mapping A, to one and only one service. This is to say 
that if running software service is selected then only one of the . zur equals 1, while 
all the rest are 0 and all yi., A. are 0. If packaged code service is selected to run on an 
execution service then one of the yisk equals 1, while all the rest are 0 and all . ri, are 
0. 
" Scheduling Constraints: If an abstract service A, strictly needs to start after some 
abstract service Ai has finished, then equation (6.5) is added. Equation (6.6) ensures 
that Ai finishes within the assigned deadline. Here t2 is the time when abstract service 
A, will begin execution. 
lazl lbil feil 
ti > ti +E Qirlit +E1: biskyisk (6.5) 
rs1; 
la, l Jbil feil 
E 
air-z'ir + 1: E biskyisk < deadlhiei (6.6) 
rsk 
9 Workflow Path Constraints: These constraints are exactly similar to equations 3.6 
and 3.7 specified in chapter 3. 
9 Other workflow specific constraints: These constraints are generated based on the 
workflow nature and other soft deadlines (execution constraints). These constraints 
could be explicitly specified by the end-user. e. g. some abstract service is required to 
be completed within t seconds or a subset of abstract services need to be collocated 
on an execution service due to data dependencies. There could also be constraints 
requiring other QoS parameters such as reliability and availability to be satisfied. 
There could also be certain network constraints such as minimising data transfer 
time. A full list of constraints is beyond the scope of this chapter. 
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6.4.2 Advanced Reservations' constraints 
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Advanced reservations' constraints will take care of scheduling packaged code services 
in slots not already reserved on an execution service. Duration of these spare slots along 
with execution times of packaged code services are modelled within the constraints and an 
optimal reservation slot, which provides sufficient guarantee of execution and cost, could 
be obtained as a solution by the scheduling service. The slots are filled in chronological 
order, meaning spare slots encountered earlier in time and satisfying scheduling constraints 
are filled first. Equations (6.7) to (6.13) model spare capabilities for execution service E, 
for packaged code service s, matching abstract service A; . Figure 
6.2 shows that out of 
the three spare slots at most one could become a reserved slot for execution. Only one 
selection variable y? Sý and one start time variable 
t, both representing a spare slot will 
assume a value, if the selection variable yz,,.,, becomes 1, which in turn depends on equation 
(6.3). Equation (6.12) takes care that at most one spare slot become a reservation slot. 
The scheduling service has information about the current list of reservations on execution 
services. Each execution service E, has reservations maintained as {[(sl, ('i 
where . Si is the start time and ei the end time of a reserved slot. 
7'(. U7, YI <t sil (6.7) 
t sl, + 
bzsuyýsu <E 1(si)ylsu (6.8) 
zz Eu(E 1)yi5u < tis. u (6.9) 
t2sil + bisuY'2 < Eu(s2)y su (6.10) 
t3'su + bisuy su < deadlinezy3su (6.11) 
3 
E yi5z1 = y2su, yi5u E {0, if (6.12) 
j=l 
3 
, 
sil = tj. tzSU > 
0, jE {1,2.3} (6.13) 
j=l 
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Figure 6.?: Modelling spare capabilities. 
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Here Tc,,,, r is the current time, E,, 
(. sl) is the start time of a reserved slot (. s l , fei) on exe- 
cution service E,, and likewise E,, (ei) is the end time of a reserved slot. All variables with 
prefix g and having superscripts are selection variables associated with respective spare 
slots on execution services, while all variables with prefix t and having superscripts are 
independent continuous variables associated with respective spare slots, out of which at 
most one will bind as the start time of a reservation slot on an execution service. These 
constraints introduce new variables depending on the number of reservations already exist- 
ing on an execution service. If on average case there are z' reservations on each execution 
service, and on average case w packaged code services matching each abstract service and 
A abstract services in the workflow, then O (1 A t' u, ) extra variables per execution service 
appear due to linear reservation constraints. JAI is expected to be a small number while i, 
may depend on the demand scenario in a Grid. 
6.5 Two-stage stochastic MILP with recourse 
Stochastic programming, as the name implies, is mathematical (i. e. linear, integer, mixed- 
integer, nonlinear) programming but with a stochastic element present in the data. By this 
we mean that in deterministic mathematical programming the data (coefficients) are known 
numbers while in stochastic programming these numbers are unknown, instead we may 
have a probability distribution present. However these unknowns, having a known prob- 
ability distribution could be used to generate a finite number of deterministic programs 
through techniques such as Sample Average Approximation (SAA) and an E-optimal solu- 
tion to the true problem could be obtained. Consider a set S of abstract services that can 
be scheduled currently and concurrently. Let S be the number of such services. Similarly 
let P be the set of unscheduled abstract services and P be its number. Equations (6.14) 
to (6.19) represent a 2-stage stochastic program with recourse, where stage-1 minimises 
current costs and stage-2 aims to minimise future costs. The recourse term is 
which is the future cost. The term eTZ in the objective of the stage-2 program is the penalty 
incurred for failing to compute a feasible schedule. The vector e has values such that the 
incurred penalty is clearly apparent in the objective value. The variables are also present 
in the constraints of stage-2 programs in order to keep the program feasible as certain re- 
alisations of random variables will make the program infeasible. The vector consists of 
continuous variables whose size depends on the number of constraints appearing in the 
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program. 
Ost 
" Stage-1 
min ntise[O1 + O2 + E(Q(x, s,. ys. ý))] (6.14) 
ISI lazt 
01 =E 
Zcirl'ir (6.15) 
ir 
ISI Ibil feil 
02 dý. 5kyý, ýk (6.16) 
isk 
Subject to the following constraints: selection, scheduling, workflow path along with other 
possible constraints. 
" Stage-2 
cw is a vector consisting of random variables of runtimes and costs of services. s and y, L, 
are the vectors denoting the solutions of stage-1. Q(. rs, y, 5, i) is the optimal solution of the 
following program represented by equations ( 6.17) to ( 6.19). 
Cosh _ mirtimisfý[ i+ e2] + eTZ (6.17) 
IPI Jail 
Cirx it 
(6.18) 
r 
IPI lb11 le, l 
ý2 = 
1: y disk yisk (6.19) 
isk 
Subject to the following constraints: selection, scheduling along with other possible con- 
straints. ý is a realisation of expected costs of using services. The function E is the expected 
objective value of stage-2, which is computed using the SAA problem listed in equation 
(6.20). The stage-2 solution can be used to recompute stage-1 solution, which in turn leads 
to better stage-2 solutions. 
`1- 
miýti>>ýi, ýf ýO1 + 02 + Q(ý'. 5ý. ý. ýý. C ýý (6.20) 
n=1 
3(72 
,,, Q, 1.1 o9F . ý" > ýE - a)., 
(6.21) 
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In equation ( 6.21), F is the number of elements in the feasible set, which is the set of 
possible mappings of abstract services to real Grid services. 1-a is the desired probability 
of accuracy, 6 the tolerance, E the distance of solution to true solution and U, ar 
is the 
maximum execution time variance of a particular service in the Grid. One could argue that 
it may not be trivial to calculate both omür and IF 1. Maximum execution time variance 
of some Grid service could be a good approximation for Umax and F could be obtained 
with proper discretisation techniques. Equation (6.21) is derived in [79]. Our scheduling 
service provides a 95% guarantee. Hence 1- cY is taken as 0.95. E-ö is taken as 2 for 
convenience, while log IF turns out to be approximately equal to 4. In our case in order to 
obtain 95% confidence level, N approximately turns out to be around 600. This means that 
one needs to solve nearly 600 deterministic MILP programs in stage-2 for each iteration of 
algorithm 3. The number of unknowns in the MILP being small, negligible time is spent 
to solve these many scenarios. 
AI Om 
L= 
Ell" 
(6.22) 
ýAI ýOm L)2 
(6.23) =- 1) 
T=; '(M ) 
N Q(3-S, Ys, (6.24) U= 01+02+ 
n=l 
Er 
1(Q(x. S''yS 
ýn) - 
U)2 
Var '_ (6.25) 
N(N -1) 
Algorithm 3 solves the SAA problem for each possible path in a workflow and obtains 
corresponding lower and upper bounds on the true workflow costs. The sampling size 
(equation (6.21)) for each iteration, guarantees an E-optimal solution to the true scheduling 
problem with desired accuracy, 95% in our case. If the optimality gap or variance of the 
gap estimator are large, the iteration is repeated as mentioned in step 3.5 of the algorithm. 
This leads to solving the SAA problem with new algorithm parameters namely .V and/or 
A" and tighter QoS bounds for stage-1 programs. Step 4 uses screening and selection 
procedure [59] for all paths of a workflow, to observe potentially good solutions out of 
a set of solutions obtained and finally select the solution that has objective value within a 
specified tolerance 6 of the best valued solution over all candidate solutions with probability 
at least equal to specified confidence level 1-n. Finally among the objective values selected 
by step 4. maximum objective value is selected, which is the estimated cost bound. The 
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time complexity of the algorithm is similar to the algorithm in chapter 3. 
Algorithm 3 Algorithm for estimating cost bounds 
Stage-1: Schedulable abstract services 
Stage-2: Unscheduled abstract services 
for V possible paths j in a workflow do 
Step 1: Choose sample sizes N and N' > N, iteration count . 
1I, tolerance 6 and rule 
to terminate iterations 
Step 2: Check if termination is required 
for m=1, ..., M 
do 
Step 3.1: Generate a sample of size N, and solve the SAA problem, let the optimal 
objective be 0m for corresponding iteration 
end for 
Step 3.2: Compute a lower bound estimate L (equation (6.22)) on the objective of the 
true problem and its variance VarL (equation (6.23)) 
Step 3.3: Generate a sample of size N', use one of the feasible stage-1 solution and 
solve the SAA problem to compute an upper bound estimate U (equation (6.24)) on 
the objective of the true problem and its variance 1 ar( r (equation (6.25)) 
Step 3.4: Estimate the optimality gap (Gap =L- U) and the variance of the gap 
estimator (V arGap =V arL +I aru) 
Step 3.5: If Gap and 1"arGap are large, tighten stage-1 QoS bounds, increase the 
sample sizes N and/or N', and return to step 2 
Step 4: Choose the best objective value C' using screening and selection procedure 
for path j 
end for 
Step 5: V j, choose max (CI) 
6.6 Experimental Evaluation 
In this section we present experimental results for the MILP techniques described in this 
chapter. The simulation architecture is similar to the one presented in chapter 3 with the 
addition of packaged code services and execution services. Running software services can 
be compared to web services in chapter 3. 
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6.6.1 Setup 
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Table 6.2 summarises the experimental setup. We have taken 10 runs for each different 
setup and averaged out the results. Initially 500 jobs allow the system to reach steady state, 
the next 1000 jobs are used for calculating statistics such as mean execution time, mean 
cost, mean failures, mean partial executions and mean utilisation. The last 500 jobs mark 
the ending period of the simulation. Mean of an abstract service is measured in millions of 
instructions (MI), while speed of Grid resources is measured in millions of instructions per 
second (MIPS). Again the inter-arrival time distribution is modelled as exponential distri- 
bution and service time distribution is modelled as bounded pareto distribution. In order to 
compute expected runtimes, we put no restriction on the nature of execution time distribu- 
tion and apply Chebyshev inequality [48] to compute expected runtimes such that 95% of 
jobs would execute in time under a;,. (equation (6.26)). It should be noted that such bounds 
or confidence intervals on the execution times can also be computed using other techniques 
such as Monte Carlo approach [58] and Central Limit Theorem [48] or by performing fi- 
nite integration, if the underlying execution time PDFs (Probability Density Functions) are 
available in analytical forms. The waiting time is also computed in such a way that in 
95% of the cases, the waiting time encountered will be less than the computed one. The 
value 4.47 appearing in the equations below is due to applying Chebyshev inequality for 
including 95% of the execution or waiting time distribution area. In equation (6.26), ii 7. 
and a, are the mean and standard deviation of the execution time distribution of a running 
software service. Similarly we can compute bilk as shown in equation (6.27). c, . and d, , A, 
are simple product functions of at,. and bilk respectively. 
air = pi, + 4.47a + waiting time (6.26) 
_ 
i' + 4.47x75. bZSý 
speed of E, 
(6.27) 
", r (equation (6.28)) and b,, A (equation (6.29)) for stage-2 programs are calculated in a 
slightly different fashion. 
(lir (Tir) + eu\E(r. a2) (6.28) 
Cc 2 
biste =, yp 
is" aisý (6.29) 
, s]k((I of Eh. 
Here ,, c` is the execution time distribution sample of an abstract service on a Grid service. ý"' 
is the waiting time distribution sample associated with Rr. We have used Monte-Carlo [58] 
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technique for sampling values out of the distributions. Other sampling techniques such as 
Latin Hypercube sampling could also be used in place. We provide an example for cal- 
culating initial deadlines, given by equation (6.30) for the first abstract service (generate 
matrix) of workflow type 1. Deadline calculation of an abstract service takes care of all 
possible paths in a workflow and scaling is performed with reference to the longest exe- 
cution path in a workflow. Equation (6.30) is scaled with reference to timeQ,,, 'ý. It should 
be noted that initially implies calculation before performing the iterations of algorithm 3. 
Subsequent deadlines of abstract services in a workflow are calculated initially by scaling 
with reference to the remaining workflow deadline. 
deadline i=x, t n? eQOS (6.30) XI + X231 
X1 = 1, max (1 + 4.47Ctiýýrýý, 1) (6.31) 
4 
X234 =Zf, jrýýa. z (1 + 4.47C1 rj ", "X) (6.32) 
j=2 
Initial deadline calculation is done in order to reach an optimal solution faster. We are cur- 
rently investigating cut techniques which can help to reach optimal solutions even faster. 
Here µi '' and CV21T ' are the mean and coefficient of variation of a Grid service that has 
the maximum expected runtime. If Gap and Vary'' are large, bounds are tightened in such 
a way that in the next iteration they become smaller. e. g. minimum coefficient for time (UZ, 
and bi, h. ) could be set as the deadline or recourse term variable values (o) in the stage-2 
programs could be used to tighten deadline. The workflows experimented with are shown 
in figure 3.3. In the first simulation, the brokering service receives workflows of type 1, 
while in the second simulation, workflows of type 2 are received. In the third simulation, 
heterogeneous workload (HW) arrives at the brokering service. The workflows are sim- 
ulation counterparts of the real world workflows. Their actual execution is a delay based 
on their execution time distribution, as specified in table 6.2. All workflows arriving have 
different QoS requirements. The workflows do not have any slack period, meaning that 
they are scheduled without any delay as soon as they are submitted. The MILP solver used 
is CPLEX by ILOG [6], which is one of the best industrial quality optimisation software. 
The simulation is developed on top of simjava 2 [33], a discrete event simulation package. 
Grid services and workflows are simjava objects. The Grid size is kept small in order to 
clearly capture the behaviour of algorithm 3. as coefficient of variation (CV) of execution 
times or arrival rates (, A) are increased. 
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Table 6.2: Experimental Setup 
C 
0 
tC 
Q) 
a 
0 O 
O 
> 
U 
c 
0 
i 
ro 
ö 
C 
a) 
O 
O 
U 
1.4 
Simulation 1 2 3 
Services matching Az 24 12 12 
Service speed (kMIPS) 3-14 3-14 3-14 
Unit cost (per sec) 5-29 5-29 5-29 
Arrival Rate (A) (per sec) 1.5-10 0.1-2.0 1.5-3.6 
Ai Mean (ii) (kMI) 7.5-35 10-30 7.5-35 
Ai CV = (7lp 0.2-2.0 0.2-1.4 0.2-2.0 
Workflows Type 1 Type 2 HW 
tim e©0s- (sec) 40-60 100 40-60 
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Figure 6.3: Deviation vs CV, A=1.8 (Simulation 1). 
6.6.2 Results 
103 
We plot graphs of CV of cost deviation versus CV of execution time of abstract services. 
Here deviation is the difference between the estimated cost bound of a workflow and the 
actual cost incurred to the broker to execute the workflow. Algorithm 3 works exactly 
towards reducing this deviation. Figures 6.3 to 6.8 show results for different Grid setups. 
The graphs indicate that as we increase the parameters 11I,: V and _V' of algorithm 3, we see 
a reduction in the deviation or in other words variability or the variance of cost is reduced. 
This means the broker obtains better estimation of workflow costs and thus can increase 
the throughput of his current lease and decide early on obtaining appropriate future leases. 
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Figure 6.4: Deviation vs CV, A=3.6 (Simulation 1). 
6.6.3 Effect of CV 
104 
Referring to figures 6.3 and 6.4, we see that in case of workflow type 1, which is quite 
predictable and sequential, as arrival rates increase, for low CV (predictable behaviour), 
all sets of parameters perform equally well in reducing the variance of the deviation of 
the cost. As CV is increased, the number of scenarios required to get an optimal estimate 
clearly increases by some margin. However with larger number of scenarios, the variance 
is reduced considerably more than with smaller number of scenarios. In case of workflow 
type 2 (figures 6.5 and 6.6), we see that for low CVs, all sets perform nearly the same. 
For higher CVs, larger number of scenarios outperform their smaller counterparts, thus 
confirming the efficacy of the SAA problem. The situation is not different in case of figures 
6.7 and 6.8 for heterogeneous workloads. 
6.6.4 Effect of arrival rate 
For workflow type 1 (6.3 and 6.4), as A increases, we see that there is not much change in 
the nature of graphs. The situation is similar in case of type 2 workflow and heterogeneous 
workload. Thus increasing arrival rates has little to do with increasing the variance of the 
deviation of the workflow costs. 
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6.6.5 Effect of workflow nature and workload 
105 
Workflow type 2 is more complex and far less predictable than workflow type 1. Hence in 
such case we see that for low CVs, variance reduction is not much compared to workflow 
type 1. The graph steeply climbs compared to type 1 workflow case. This is to say that 
workflow itself adds to the uncertainty as the critical path cannot be correctly predicted. 
Thus the variance increases suggesting that the problem needs to be solved with more 
number of scenarios in order to reduce the variance of the cost deviation. The same is 
true with heterogeneous workload, because the graphs climb sharply compared to type I 
workflow. This again suggests that heterogeneous workload makes the environment less 
predictable and thus contributes to an increase in variance of cost deviation. 
6.7 Summary 
We have developed a technique to obtain cost bounds for Grid end-user workflows whilst 
satisfying QoS requirements with sufficient guarantee. Through our experimental simu- 
lation, we see that stochastic programming approach to obtaining cost bounds for Grid 
end-user workflows greatly reduces the variability of deviation of cost whilst resisting the 
uncertainty that prevails within a Grid. Reduced variability of deviation of costs means the 
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1.4 
broker can obtain better cost bounds of workflows and thus can maximise the throughput 
of his current leases and obtain appropriate future leases. This is because SAA approach 
obtains (-optimal solutions minimised and approximated over uncertain conditions such as 
variable execution times, while providing sufficient QoS guarantee. 
For simple and predictable workflows in order to get the desired guarantee, the algo- 
rithm parameters (AI, N, N/ ) are of modest size, while they increase as the workflow 
complexity or the workload heterogeneity increase. Increasing the CV of execution time 
makes the environment less predictable as is evident from the results, while arrival rate of 
workflows do not add to the uncertainty of the Grid environment. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Work 
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In this chapter we bring out the conclusion of the thesis by presenting the summary of main 
contributions and providing future research directions. 
This dissertation investigated stochastic techniques to provide QoS guarantees to work- 
flows in volatile Grid environments and at the same time schedule them in an optimal 
way. Grid resources and services were modelled using queueing theory techniques and 
workload allocation techniques for scheduling workflows with QoS requirements were de- 
veloped. Results confirmed that doing so enhances performance (i. e. reduce failures or 
jobs failing to meet QoS requirements). Stochastic techniques to calculate and associate 
workflow task deadlines was also effective and such techniques combined with traditional 
scheduling algorithms also improved performance especially when execution volatility of 
Grid services was high. We also applied stochastic programming approach in the context 
of profitable brokering and estimated cost bounds for Grid brokers to lease or subscribe 
appropriate quantity of resources. 
7.1 Conclusions 
7.1.1 Stochastic Approach to Grid Workflow Scheduling 
We have developed a 2-stage stochastic programming approach to workflow scheduling 
using a MILP formulation of QoS constraints, workflow structure, performance models of 
Grid services and the state of the Grid. The approach gives a considerable improvement 
over other traditional schemes. This is because SAA approach obtains 6-optimal solutions 
minimised and approximated over uncertain conditions while providing QoS guarantee 
over the workflow time period. The developed approach performs considerably better par- 
ticularly when the CV of execution times and the workflow complexity are high. At both 
low and high arrival rates, the developed approach comfortably outperforms the traditional 
schemes. 
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7.1.2 Stochastic Approach to Profitable Brokering 
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We have developed a technique to obtain cost bounds for Grid end-user workflows whilst 
satisfying QoS requirements with sufficient guarantee. Through our experimental simu- 
lation, we see that stochastic programming approach to obtaining cost bounds for Grid 
end-user workflows greatly reduces the variability of deviation of cost whilst resisting the 
uncertainty that prevails within a Grid. Reduced variability of deviation of costs means the 
broker can obtain better cost bounds of workflows and thus can maximise the throughput 
of his current leases and obtain appropriate future leases. This is because SAA approach 
obtains 6-optimal solutions minimised and approximated over uncertain conditions such as 
variable execution times, while providing sufficient QoS guarantee. 
For simple and predictable workflows in order to get the desired guarantee, the algo- 
rithm parameters (M, N, N') are of modest size, while they increase as the workflow 
complexity or the workload heterogeneity increase. Increasing the CV of execution time 
makes the environment less predictable as is evident from the results, while arrival rate of 
workflows do not add to the uncertainty of the Grid environment. 
7.1.3 Queueing Theory Approach to Workload Allocation 
The workload allocation strategy is developed numerically. We provide a polynomial time, 
practically applicable algorithm. The scheduling schemes combined with workload allo- 
cation strategy are also evaluated through experimental simulation. Results confirm that 
workload allocation strategy combined with scheduling algorithms perform considerably 
better than the algorithms that do not use these strategies. When the arrival rates are low, 
the workload allocation technique combined with traditional scheduling strategies perform 
similar compared to scheduling algorithms based on real time performance information. 
Workflow and workload nature also do not change the performance of the scheme notably. 
Moreover execution time variability does not change the performance of schemes signifi- 
cantly for both low are high arrival rates. 
7.1.4 Advantage of Queueing Formulation 
For both low and high arrival rates of jobs, the workload allocation technique performs sig- 
nificantly better compared to reservation based schedulers. At the same time the technique 
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provides the QoS guarantee as well just as reservation based schedulers provide. 
Workflow and workload nature also do not change the performance of the scheme no- 
tably. Moreover execution time variability does not change the performance of the work- 
load allocation strategy significantly for both low are high arrival rates. The queueing 
formulation allows us to get rid of advanced reservations. Moreover its performance over 
reservation based schedulers is significant at low and high arrival rates and CV of execution 
of workflow tasks. 
7.2 Future Work 
This dissertation suggests at several possible future directions. We broadly classify them 
into two categories. 
7.2.1 Techniques on Grid Economics 
Here we would aim to develop derivative pricing techniques for Grid resources and ser- 
vices. We would like to develop an exact model for brokers [66] for obtaining further leases 
from service providers as a function of insatisfiability of end-user QoS requirements. Bro- 
kers and service providers can hedge their risk by pricing resources/services appropriately. 
Several well-known techniques exist for pricing derivatives whose underlying asset prices 
are volatile. They include models such as binomial tree and Black-Scholes option pric- 
ing [27]. Utilisation of resources could be such a volatile variable that could be modelled 
through ordinary or geometric brownian motion [32]. We can make assumptions that a 
broker could have priced the resource usage based on pay-per-use [36], utilisation directly 
reflects the instantaneous revenue generated by the broker. Thus the broker could price a 
call resource option based on his expected revenue and in turn hedge the risk involved in 
paying more when he needs to buy the resource in order to meet end-user requirements. 
7.2.2 Techniques on Workload Allocation, Workflows and Scheduling 
Here we aim to develop workload allocation techniques that are based on general mod- 
elling techniques of Grid resources or services. We could model a Grid service as a non- 
Markovian stochastic process and obtain numerical solutions for metrics of interest. We 
could also make use of series expansions (Mclaurin) of moments of generalised queues 
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and aim to solve the resultant system of linear equations with sufficient accuracy through 
efficient numerical techniques [ 19]. Similarly we aim to apply our developed techniques to 
workflows having a slack period. So far we have assumed that workflows once submitted 
should be immediately scheduled. Such may not be the case and workflows may have a 
finite waiting period. 
We seek to investigate into the challenging topic of dynamic QoS requirements of work- 
flows meaning change of workflow QoS requirements in the middle of workflow execution. 
We also seek to extend our model of Grid services and the constraints on them. This will 
enable us to more accurately schedule workflows onto the Grid. As the number of con- 
straints increase along with a greater number of Grid services we see that the solution time 
of the ILP may become significant. A parallel approach may be used to improve on this 
situation. We would also like to develop pre-optimisation techniques that would decrease 
the unknowns requiring to be solved in the optimisation problem. i. e. prune certain Grid 
services from the optimisation problem that cannot improve the expectation of its objective. 
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